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The effects of reservoir impoundment on water quality have been 
under investigation for many years (10,27,53), and there are still many 
unanswered questions and challenging oroblems to be solved. The firgt 
step in the development of a mathematical model to predict the influence 
! 
of reservoir hydrodynamics on water quality is the understanding of the 
essential processes when the hydrodynamics of the reservoir is governed 
by thermal stratification. The basic laws governing the movements of 
water in stratified bodies of water have been known for some time (25, 
72). However, it was not until recent years that, with the growing in-
terest in water quality management, the application of these laws to 
specific problems became necessary. 
The dominant quality factors thatcontrol the hydrodynamics of a 
reservoir are water temperature and temperature-related water quality 
constituents. Considerable progress has been made in understanding the 
mechanics of reservoir stratification, but a great deal of development 
is still required for an adequate solution of water resource development 
problems involving reservoir stratification. The prediction of such 
changes in a reservoir and in its discharge is important in the planning, 
design, and operation stages of any project which must meet water quality 
requirements. Optimal use of water can be achieved only if the various 
1 
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processes influencing water quality are'understood. 
The operation of multipurpose reservoirs and the need to predict 
changes in water quality in the planning stage of proposed reservoirs 
requires the knowledge of the processes to which the natural water is 
subjected after entering an impoundment (71). The construction of a 
large reservoir on a river and thermal energy sources can induce major 
changes in the hydrodynamic behavior of the water environment within the 
reservoir and in the river downstream and, consequently, in its quality 
{10). Changes that occur, either in the temperature of the water or in 
temperature-related water quality constituents, may importantly affect 
beneficial uses to be served. These changes reflect modifications of 
the physical, chemical, and biological systems and hydraulic factors 
which are associated with the change in depth, surface area, reservoir 
operation, hydrology of the drainage basin, and the reduction of 
velocity. 
The primary causes of the thermal stratification process are the 
low thermal conductivity of water, the limited penetration of radiant 
heat and light, surface cooling by evaporation and conduction, and the 
convective transfer of inflows and outflows. Thermal stratification oc-
curs in almost all lakes and reservoir impoundments. It may assume many 
patterns, dependent on geometry of the reservoir, geographical location, 
reservoir operation and climatological conditions. In shallow reser-
voirs, the stratification may be relatively weak and in certain seasons 
the isotherms tend to be tilted in the downstream direction. In deep 
reservoirs in which the storage volume is large compared to the annual 
throughflow, the isotherms are horizontal during most of the year and 
strong stratification may develop during certain seasons. 
3 
The problem of predicting the variation of temperature and concen-
tration of a particular water quality parameter at any point within a 
stratified reservoir and in the outlet is difficult because of the com-
plexity of the mechanisms which govern heat and mass transfer within a 
waterbody and heat and mass transfer between the waterbody and its sur-
rounding environment. Many water quality factors other than temperature 
are important in a reservoir. The majority of these are affected by the 
distribution, dilution, and detention time in the reservoir. Principal 
factors are seasonal variation, the quality of inflowing water, flow 
rate, thermal stratification, chemical and biological activities in the 
impounded water, and the decomposition of organic debris. The tradition-
al methods of analysis, in which the concentration is assumed to depend 
on only the longitudinal coordinate, is inappropriate in a stratified 
reservoir because the localized horizontal currents may restrict the 
particular water quality parameter to a certain level within the reser-
voir for a long period of time. 
A primary consideration in water quality of a reservoir is the dis-
solved oxygen within the reservoir because the ecological balance in a 
reservoir is very sensitive to dissolved oxygen levels. The dissolved 
oxygen is not only essential to the aquatic life, but also a good indi-
cator of the overall quality of water and the degree of the presence of 
pollutants which utilize oxygen. The usefulness of lakes or impoundments 
can be substantially reduced by the depletion of dissolved oxygen from 
the deeper portions of these water bodies.. In addition, when water con-
taining low 0,0, (dissolved oxygen) concentration is released from the 
fmpoundments, it may harm the receiving streams, 
The amount of dissolved oxygen in a reservoir depends on numerous 
4 
physical and biological factors which include convective transport by in-
ternal current, atmospheric reaeration at the surface, photosynthetic 
oxygen sources associated with plant life, oxygen demands of river in-
flows, bottom deposits, respiration and decomposition of aquatic organ-
isms. Under thermally stratified conditions, the surface layer, called 
"epilimnion, 11 is often rich in oxygen while the lower layers, called 
11 hypolimnion, 11 are often deficient in oxygen because the oxygen demand 
of internal organic material exceeds the oxygen transfer from the sur-
face layer. This can lead to anaerobic conditions and low water quality 
and, during the overturn, the mixing of this bottom water with the rest 
of the reservoir may pollute all of the water in the reservoir for a 
short period of time. 
The biological and mass transfer processes are sensitive to temper-
ature and thus the oxygen balance will depend on the thermal structure 
of the reservoir. For these reasons, some techniques are necessary for 
predicting the thermal profiles and the quality of water within the 
reservoir and the temperature and quality of water in the outlet for 
water quality control, proper design of the outlet works and a systematic 
approach to water quality management. At the present state of the art, 
the most effective approach to the design of the reservoirs for quality 
control is to specify reservoir characteristics, the operation of the 
reservoir and output requirements and, then, simulate to examine the 
results. To do this, it is necessary to construct a mathematical model 
or models based on reasonable assumptions and simple enough for applica-
tion purposes. 
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B. Objectives of the Study 
The primary objective of this study is to develop mathematical 
models for deep lakes or reservoirs in which the storage volume is large 
compared to the annual throughflow, the isotherms are horizontal during 
most of the year, and strong stratification is developed during certain 
seasons. The models developed will use only data that is available be-
fore the reservoir exists, and will be able to predict temperature vari-
ation and concentration distribution of a particular pollutant in a 
stratified reservoir, and also the outflow temperature and concentration 
of the particular pollutant. The specific objectives of the study can 
be stated as follows: 
1) to develop a mathematical model to predict internal temperature 
distributions in a horizontally stratified reservoir and the outflow 
temperature, 
2) to develop a mathematical model which will be coupled with the 
temperature model to predict the variation of concentration distribution 
of dissolved oxygen in a horizontally stratified reservoir and the out-
flow dissolved oxygen. 
In the following chapter, there is a review of literature about the 
temperature and water quality models. Some theoretical considerations 
concerned with the classification of reservoirs and reservoir hydrody-
namics will be covered in Chapter III. In the fourth chapter, the tem-
perature and water quality models will be developed, and the results will 
be presented in Chapter V. Following in Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, are 




A, Temperature Model 
Mathematical representation of the physics of the reservoir thermal 
problems was early attempted by Hutchinson (27), who computed heat trans-
fer coefficients from assumed temperature profiles in lakes. The early 
effort identified the thermocline as limiting the transfer of energy in-
to the water body, Munk and Anderson (36) suggested that relative 
changes in the mixing properties of water masses could be made functions 
of flu·id densHy which, in turn, could be related to thermal energy 
1eve1 s ,, Dutton and Bryson ( 18), who considered the unsteady deve 1 opment 
of the temperature distribution in Lake Mendota, assumed that vertical 
thermal eddydt?fusivHy is independent of depth. To agree with measured 
temperatwre data, they found it necessary to assign values of eddy dif-
fosi ty to the epn~mnfon that were fifty times greater than for the 
hypoHmnion. As pointed out by the authors, this method is unsatisfactory 
because of the assumption of constant eddy diffusivity in the basic de-
velopment. However, none of these early studies took complete account 
of the coupling of hydrometeorological phenomena controlling the dispo-
sition of energy at the water surface with the mechanisms that are re-
sponsible for distributing energy internally throughout the fluid mass. 
Raphael (45), et al. were among the first who proposed a practical 
means of l nk1ng energy relationships to impoundments. He presented a 
6 
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procedure applying the energy budget equation to predict the temperatures 
in reservoirs from the inflow and outflow characteristics, the surface 
area and volume of the reservoirs, and meteorological records. The 
method is applicable to any reservoirs in which temperatures are essen-
tially uniform. The mathematical representation of the rate of change 
of temperatures in reservoirs can be expressed as 
dt QtA + m.(t. - t ) w 1 l w 
"' de mw (2' 1) 
in which 
mW "' mass of water in the reservoir 
t ::= mean w temperature of water in the reservoir 
mi = mass of inflowing water 
L -· temperature of inflowing water 
1 
A .. surface area of the reservoir 
Qt = total surface heat transfer per unit of time acting on the 
entire surface area, A 
0 - time 
The energy budget for any body of water is expressed in the follow-
ing form; 
where 
Q5 - solar radiation incident to water surface 
Qr - reflected solar radiation 
Q ~ back radiation 
b 
(2" 2) 
Qh = the energy conducted from the body of water to the atmosphere 
Qe : energy used for evaporation 
The method developed is based on the assumption that the tempera-
ture of water in the reservoir is uniform, and mass outflow is very 
8 
small in comparison with mass of the water in the reservoir. Because of 
the limiting assumptions, the model can be applied to only shallow 
reservoirs with uniform temperatures--not to deep reservoirs with ther-
mal stratification. 
Elder and Wunderlich (22) also proposed a mathematical model for 
predicting temperature of water in a fully mixed reservoir, The model 
is similar to that of Raphael (45), but it was written in differential 




e "" water temperature in the reservoir 
t "" time 
u ~ flow velocity 
x = distance in flow direction 
qH = heat exchange per unit area and unit time through the water 
surface 
p = density of water 
C ~ specific heat of water 
Y0 - mean depth of water body 
Orlob (39) proposed a mathematical model for predicting water tem-
peratures in reservoirs based on the Fickian laws of diffusion. The 
model was developed in discretized form and assuming that the diffusion 
coefficient is a function of depth below the reservoir surface. His 
model leads to values of eddy diffusivity at a depth of 100 meters, 
which is of the order of 1600 times the molecular diffusivity. 
Wunderlich (67) developed a graphical temperature prediction model 
based on simplified assumptions of flow in stratified reservoirs. The 
assumptions were: 
1) the water temperature is assumed to be the only factor respon-
sible for the density of the water; 
2) it is assumed that on January 1 the reservoir is thermally 
homogeneous; 
9 
3) the surface temperature can be computed from meteorological data 
and is assumed to correspond to the equilibrium temperature of a well-
exposed body of water; 
4) the inflowing water, upon its arrival in the reservoir, spreads 
out over the whole horizontal area corresponding to its own temperature 
level; 
5) there is no mixing between inflow water and reservoir water, 
6) the temperature in the outlet corresponds to the temperature at 
the level of the outlet. 
The graphical scheme is outlined in Figures la and lb. The method 
starts with the plotting of the monthly mean values of inflow temperature 
and reservoir surface temperatures for the year under investigation and 
connected by a continuous curve as shown in Figure la. 
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starting with the initial volume of the reservoir above the intake in-
vert at the beginning of the year. As it is assumed that the outflow 
takes place at the elevation of the intake invert, the integrated out-
flow volume curve is plotted starting at zero on January l. The volume 
band thus created between the inflow and outflow volume curves repre-
sents the stored volume between reservoir surface and the intake invert 
at any time of the year. 
Since it is assumed that the temperature of water below the 10-foot 
surface layer will remain at its inflow temperature, and that the de-
velopment of the warm surface layer will start during the month of 
March, the outflow temperature after this time is assumed to correspond 
to the value of the isotherm intersecting the centerline of the outflow 
volume band and the bottom of an assumed 10-foot thick uniform surface 
layer. These predicted outflow temperatures are projected upward and 
plotted in Figure la. 
The model developed is based on several simplified assumptions, 
such as no mixing occurs between inflow water and reservoir water, and 
the withdrawal of water is assumed to affect only a layer between the 
bottom and top of the intake. Use of this model to predict water tem-
perature in the reservoir and in the outlet is very questionable. 
Dake and Harleman (14) developed an analytical study on the time 
dependent vertical distribution of temperature in a body of water for 
which analytical solution to the heat transfer equation can be obtained. 
The study is based on the one-dimensional heat transfer equation for 
heat flux in the vertical direction, neglecting the convective motion 
of the fluid, The applicability of the model is limited to two specific 
conditions : 
12 
1, Deep lakes whose area change with depth is small, 
2. Simple time dependent functions for insolation and surface heat 
losses. 
Under these assumptions, the temperature distribution in the 
vertical direction is governed by the differential equation 
in which 
T = tempera tu re 
t = time 
{2.4) 
z = vertical coordinate measured downward from the water surface 
H = rate of heat generated per unit volume by internal absorption 
of solar radiation 
a ::-: thermal molecular diffusivity 
p = density of the fluid 
C = specific heat of the fluid, 
The rate of internal radiant energy absorption per unit volume is 
where 
H = d~ az 
= n(l-s) ~ exp (-nz) 
0 
~ = heat flux per unit horizontal area 
(2,5) 
<1> -· net solar radiation per unit area reaching the water surface 
0 
n = absorption coefficient 
s - proportion of 1 absorbed at the water surface, 
0 
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The solution of Equation (2.4) for T = f(z, t) requires that an in-
itial condition and two boundary conditions be specified and ~ must be 
0 
known function of time. 
The heat transfer equation used by Dake has ignored the advective 
transfer term" For many reservoirs, inflows from tributaries and out-
flows at various outlet elevations will generate advective transfers 
along the principal axis of concern of both water and heat and, in most 
situations, advective heat flow may be roughly an order of magnitude 
larger than any imputed diffusional transfer. 
Therefore, under the assumptions used to develop the model, the 
model can be used only to predict the temperature distribution in the 
vertical direction of reservoir with no inflow and outflow. 
Beard and Willey (2) suggested that a practical model for analyzing 
reservoir temperature stratification should use generalized data that 
are readily available, such as average air temperature and average radi-
ation, and the generalized model should be capable of selecting the out-
lets that will maintain outflow temperatures within a desired range as 
long as possible and leave the temperature of the remaining stored water 
at an optimum value, 
Beard and Willey developed a model based on the basic computation 
interval in the order of one month and also based en a greatly simplified 
energy budget computation. The model has six coefficients, each associ-
ated with an energy exchange function. In developing the model, the 
reservoir is divided into horizontal layers of uniform thickness. The 
model accounts for the energy in each layer and for the energy and water 
transferred into and out of each layer of the reservoir. The exchange 
of energy between the reservoir and the atmosphere is assumed to affect 
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only the top ten meters of water. The exchange is considered to affect 
water temperature linearly, with maximum effect at the surface and zero 
effect at ten meters' depth. Three factors are considered in the energy 
exchange computation; they are solar radiation, evaporation, and a com-
bination of conduction and long wave radiation. All are expressed as a 
function of the difference between air temperature and water temperature. 
Although it is known that water released from a particular outlet comes 
from both above and below the outlet, releases as computed in the model 
are made from the lowest water above the intake invert of the outlet. 
The use of this model for studying temperature variation of pro-
posed reservoirs requires an estimate of the model calibration coeffi-
cients. These coefficients are associated with energy exchange functions 
which vary from one region to the other, and can be estimated only by 
using existing reservoirs with observed temperature profile data. So 
the use of this model as a predictive tool for studying temperature 
variation of proposed reservoirs is questionable. 
Goodling and Arnold (23) presented a model to predict the yearly 
behavior of the strong temperature gradients typically found in deep im-
poundments. The model makes use of a single vertical diffusion coeffi-
cient coupled with average monthly meteorological and hydrological data 
and reservoir characteristics to predict monthly one-dimensional thermal 
profiles of a reservoir. The model is based on the following assump-
tions: 
1) Inflow is assumed to be at a temperature at or above the sur-
face temperature of the reservoir; 
2) Water outflow temperature is taken to be the average temperature 
across the face of the outflow control structure; 
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3) The surface heat flux, Q, is taken to be the product of the sur-
face area, surface heat exchange coefficient, and the difference between 
actual surface temperature and the equilibrium temperature. 
The energy balance presented by the authors is 
d = mcT 0 + ~dt J vpcTdv 
which, when integrated over a time period, yields 
where 
m ~ mass flow in or OLlt 
c ~ specific heat 
T1,T0 ~inlet and outlet water temperatures, respectively 
~t ~ time increment 
K ~ surface heat exchange coefficient 
T - surface temperature s 
T : equilibrium temperature e 
T ~ water temperature 
v ~ reservoir volume 
A ~ reservoir surface area 
(2.6) 
(2. 7) 
The solution of the last term in Equation (2.7) is given as 
T(z~t) '°'Ti +Ct [l + 2Z2 - ~ r (--l)n+l z2n-l (Z2 + n)] 





z = depth from the bottom of the epilimnion 
Dv - diffusion coefficient 
t ~· time 
C - slope of the linear dependent boundary condition 
The above equation implied that the properties related to the prob-
lem remain constant during the time period of integration and the mass 
inflow and outflow are equal - but having different temperature. How-
ever, the assumption that the inflow temperature is at or above the sur-
face temperature of the reservoir can be true only for some period of 
time. 
Orlob and Selna (41) developed a model for studying the thermal 
energy variation in time and space of deep reservoirs which experience 
thermal stratification during seasonal exposure to changing environmental 
conditions, The general heat flow equation for deep reservoirs develop-
ed is based on the advection of inflows and outflows, direct solar inso-
lation, convective mixing and effective diffusion. The basic assump-
tions of the model are: 
1) Water will enter the reservoir at an elevation at which the 
resident water has the same temperature and will affect only the water 
above this level; 
2) In like manner, when water is withdrawn from the reservoir, it 
will affect only the.water above the outlet; 
3) The effective diffusion coefficient is a variable in both time 
and space and can be apprnximated by an exponential variation with a 
maximum value at the water surface. 
The resulting general equation is 
in which 
where 
e ~ water temperature 
e1 = temperature of inflowing water 
h1 = heat flux per unit volume 
a = area of water plane at elevation z 
A(z,t) - coefficient of effective diffusion 
~i'~o ~inflow and outflow velocity, respectively 
~v ~ vertical velocity 
c = heat capacity of water 
p "" density of water 
36 
G 't = 3"'.f 
The values of A(z,t) in the epilimnion can be expressed as 
A (t) = maximum diffusion coefficient 
0 
o = A(zT,t)/A0 (t) 
zT = depth at which the therrnocline is located. 
17 
(2. 10) 
As pointed out by the authors, the values of A(zT,t) and A0 (t) are 
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likely to be the characteristic of a particular reservoir and to be de-
pendent on other factors which, at the present time, can be represented 
only empirically, and whenever possible, they should be derived from ex-
perience with the reservoir being studied. In verifying the model, the 
authors employ an effective diffusion coefficient which is in the order 
of 104 times the molecular value. This would tend to indicate a high 
degree of turbulence, and invalidate the assumption of stratified flow. 
Bo Water Quality Model 
Although much work has been done on predicting dissolved oxygen in 
streams (5,17,51), very little work has been done on the development of 
methods for predicting the effects of thermally stratified reservoirs on 
water quality. In the earliest attempts to predict D.O. concentration 
in reservoirs, many investigators tried to apply the methods developed 
for stream D.O. prediction to the reservoir impoundments. In view of 
the oxygen stratification in reservoirs, the classical Streeter-Phelps 
(51) analysis for streams, which assumes vertically mixed conditions, is 
not applicable in stratified reservoirs. The oxygen balance should in-
clude the vertical variation of dissolved oxygen as influenced by in-
ternal flow patterns and the vertical distribution of oxygen sources and 
sinks. 
01 Connell, et al. (38) developed a mathematical model used to de-
scribe the change of D.O. concentrations within the impoundments, where 




which, when integrated over a time period, yields 
D "' (2. 13) 
in which 
D = D.O. deficit at any time t 
t = time 
k1 = deoxygenation rate constant 
y ~ biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) at any time t 
L ~ total organic BOD 
k2 "" atmospheric reaeration rate constant 
R = rate of oxygen demand by the algal population 
P ~ rate of oxygen produced by the algal population 
D - initial 0.0. deficit a 
Since the model does not consider any advection of BOD by the in-
flow to the reservoir or any variation of D.O, in the vertical direction, 
the model can be used only in a well-mixed body of water with no inflow 
or out fl ow. 
Churchill and Nicholas (11) used a statistical approach to develop 
a mathematical model to predict 0.0. concentration in the outflow of 
reservoirs. Churchill, et al, suggested that 0.0. concentration in the 
outflow from a storage impoundment might be expressed as a function of 
retention time (measured from April 1), the temperature of the outflow, 
and some factors which consider reservoir operation. The model is based 
on the assumption that there is no mixing at the reservoir entrance, and 
water is drawn from the pool at the elevation of the intake, only. The 
mathematical model~ obtained through a multiple regression analysis by 
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relating these three basic factors ma~hematically to the change in D.O. 
concentrations observed in the outflows, is 
where 
(2.14) 
Y =decrease in D.O. concentration in the outflow, mg/l, between 
April 1 and the date for which a D.O. prediction is desired 
a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6 =constants determined from the regres-
sion analysis 
x1 = T/10 (2.15} 
T = time in days from April 1 to the date for which a D.O. pre-
diction is desired 
(2.16) 
n = number of 10-day time increments after April 1 
~Te ~ increase in temperature of the outflow, 0c, between April 1 
and the date for which a D.O. prediction is desired. 
(2.17) 
H - distance, in feet, above the centerline of the intake at which 
the April 1 inflow exists on the date of interest 
Because of the assumptions in the basic development of the model, 
the model might be suitable for a reservoir already in existence and with 
several years of data are available. 
Wunderlich (67) developed a graphical D.O. prediction model using 
the same assumptions as the graphical temperature prediction model al-
ready developed. The model, like that of Churchill and Nicholas (11), 
related the changes in dissolved oxygen concentration in reservoir 
21 
waters to residence time of water in the reservoir, The residence time 
is a variable which for a given day 1 s input is determined from a graph-
ical temperature prediction model. The residence time for a selected 
input is defined by Wunderlich as the time period between which a given 
input temperature appears on the inflow volume curve and the time at 
which this temperature appears at the center of the outflow volume band. 
In addition, the model also considered the depth and location of the 
impounded water and the biological and chemical activities in the im-
pounded water. 
Wunderlich suggested that the change of D.O. concentration in a 
reservoir is a function of the water quality of the inflow and the com-
plicated interplay of surface and bottom D .. O. and BOD production and 
consumption. He assumed that the bulk depletion factor, k, could be 
calculated from 
-kt 
C "' C e d 
0 
in which 
C = D.O, concentration at any time, t 
C0 = the initial concentration of the inflow 
td = residence time in days of that inflow 
k = k(T) = bulk depletion for D. 0, fo day- l 
(2.18) 
The outflow D.O. concentration can be found by using the initial 
inflow concentration, the residence time of a certain layer as deter-
22 
mined from the temperature prediction model and the empirical depletion 
function, The intersection of the exponential D.O, decay curve with a 
vertical line, marking the end of the residence time, indicates the 
outflow D.O, as shown in Figure 2, 
Because of the assumptions of no mixing at the entrance, the sim-
plified withdrawal profile, and the bulk depletion factor must be de-
termined empirically from the internal reservoir measurements. The out-
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A. Classification of Reservoirs 
There are three distinct types of reservoirs, each of which requires 
a different type of solution for the determination of its temperature 
and water quality distribution. These types are: 
1) a deep reservoir in which the storage volume is large compared 
to the annual through-flow, and the isotherms are horizontal during most 
of the year; 
2) shallow or weakly-stratified reservoir, characterized by iso-
therms which are tilted a,long the longitudinal axis of the reservoir; 
3) completely mixed reservoir whose isotherms are vertical. 
From the description of these three types of reservoirs, it is ap-
parent that the deep reservoir solution and the completely mixed reser-
voir solution are one-dimensional because their thermal properties vary 
in one direction only. The difference is that the solution is taken 
along the vertic~l axis for the deep reservoir, while the completely 
mixed reservoir solution is taken along the longitudinal axis. In con-
trast, the solution of the weakly-stratified reservoir requires that both 
dimensions be considered. 
The best criterion for determining into which type a reservoir will 
fall and hence the typ.e of solution required is that of Orlob (40), who 
introduces a densimetric Froudenumber which is a function of the flow 
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through rate, the reservoir geometry and density gradient. The densi-
metric Froude number can be written for the reservoir as 
where 
L = length of reservoir, m 
3 Q = flow through rate, m /sec 
d = mean reservoir depth, m 
V . 1 3 = reservoir vo ume, m 
-1 average density gradient in the reservoir, m 
g = gravitational constant, m/sec2 
(3.1) 
Substituting the values of E and gin Equation (3.1), the equation 
will reduce to 
F = 320 h_~ 
d v (3.2) 
This number is the ratio of the inertia force of the horizontal flow 
to the gravitational forces within the stratified impoundment. It is a 
measure of the success with which the horizontal flow can alter the in-
ternal thermal structure of the reservoir from that of its graviational 
static equilibrium state. 
In deep reservoirs the isotherms are horizontal, which indicates 
that the inertia of the longitudinal flow is insufficient to disturb the 
overall gravitational static equilibrium state of the reservoir except 
possibly for local disturbances in the vicinity of the reservoir outlets 
and at points of inflow, F would be expected to be small for such reser-
voirs. In completely mixed reservoirs, the inertia of the flow is suffi 
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cient to completely upset the gravitational structure and destratify the 
reservoirs. F would be expected to be large for reservoirs of this 
class. In between these two extrem~ classes lies the weakly-stratified 
reservoir in which the longitudinal flow has enough inertia to disturb 
the reservoir isotherms from their gravitational static equilibriumstate 
configuration but not enough to completely mix the reservoir. 
Theoretical and experimental works in stratified flow (73,15) indi-
cate that flow separation occurs in a stratified fluid when the Froude 
number is less that about lo Thus, in deep reservoirs, F would be ex-
rr 
pected to be at values of F << } and F >> } for completely mixed reser-
voirs. The values of F for the weakly-stratified reservoir would fall 
between these two limits. Classification and the densimetric Froude 
numbers of six reservoirs are presented in Table I. The illustrations 
shown in Table I tend to confirm the validity of using the densimetric 
Froude number to classify reservoirs. However, the values that should 
be used to distinguish the transition points between the individual 
reservoir classes require further investigation. 
B, Reservoir Hydrodynamics 
Reservoirs can cause considerable alterations of water quality 
characteristics such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, and others in com-
parison to the water quality regime of the original streams. These ef-
fects are strongly related to the water movements into, within, and out 
of the reservoirs in the presence of a density stratification. There-
fore the prediction of water quality in a reservoir and in its discharge 
must be based on a sound understanding of the reservoir hydrodynamics. 




Hungry Horse 4.7 
Fontana 4.6 
Detroit L5 
Lake Roosevelt 20,0 
Priest Rapid 2,9 
Wells 4,6 
TABLE I 
RESERVOIR CLASSIFICATIONS AND FROUDE NUMBERS 
Discharge to 
Average Volume Ratio 
Depth x 1 o-7 
(meters) (sec-1) 























by the simultaneous presence of a complex system of currents. Due to 
strong reduction of vertical turbulent exchanges in the presence of a 
density gradient, water movements in the horizontal become very persist-
ent and effective. Such water movements or reservoir currents may be 
caused by inflow, withdrawal, wind, and others (70). Stratification 
which occurs in reservoirs due to temperature and other factors at 
various seasons of the year is mainly responsible for the movements and 
the quality changes of the impounded water. The investigation of the 
path followed by a water parcel upon entering an impoundment and of the 
location from where the discharge is withdrawn is at the base of any 
prediction of water quality within a reservoir and in the discharge from 
a reservoir. 
1. Temperature Stratification Mechanics 
The transfer of heat from the atmosphere to a body of water leads 
to an unequal distribution of temperatures with high temperatures in the 
layers near the surface and decreasing temperatures with depth. Thus, 
warm and less dense water is accumulated at the surface, and heavier, 
cooler water in the layer below. This leads to a remarkably stable 
placement of the water particles with the lighter ones on top of the 
heavier, and is known as temperature stratification. 
The principal factors involved in the heating of reservoir water 
(27) are: 
1) absorption and transmission of solar radiation, 
2) convection due to surface cooling by evaporation and conduc-
tion, 
3) thermal advection into and out of the reservoir by inflows 
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and outflows. 
The absorption of solar energy and ·particularly the distribution of 
absorbed energy are a function of the transmissivity of the water, which 
varies with season and location. Algae growth during the summer months 
and suspended particles during the flood season are the principal causes 
for the variation. 
Convection due to surface cooling is a very important means of heat 
transfer. Surface losses due to evaporation, back radiation, etc., are 
generally greater than the surface absorbed energy due to solar radia-
tion and atmospherie long wave radiation, so as soon as the outgoing 
energy from the water surface exceeds the incoming heat, a thin surface 
film begins to cool. The cooled water is of higher density than the 
warmer underlying layer, and starts to gather in shallow.dips in the 
surface from where it eventually plunges into the deeper layers, while 
warmer water from beneath the surface film emerges to be cooled in turn 
in the same way (71). The plunging water will drop until it meets water 
at the same density, where it will stop. This leads to a mixed zone at 
the surface in most cases, although in spring and early summer this 
mixed zone may be rather shallow. 
Thermal advection due to inflow and outflow is also very important 
in heat transport calculations. It may vary within wide limits--from 
completely stagnant pools without any appreciable inflow and outflow to 
run-of-the-river reservoirs with large water volumes moving continuously 
through the entire depth of the reservoir. 
2. Reservoir Currents 
Various types of currents are present in an impoundment. They are 
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inflow, outflow, balancing, convective, and wind-induced currentso A 
knowledge of these currents is essential for the prediction of water 
quality changes in most impoundments, since they usually have a marked 
influence on the development of the stratification pattern. Of particu-
lar interest are the inflow, withdrawal, and balancing currents. The 
interrelationship between these currents and the stratification patterns 
is a function not only of the flow rates, but also their temporal dis-
tribution, temperature and density of the inflow, the physical shape of 
the reservoir, and the location and size of the release structures (11, 
68). In stratified bodies of water with the lighter particles located 
on top of the heavier ones, there is a greater resistance against move-
ment in the vertical than in a homogeneous fluid. Whenever a particle 
is dislocated vertically by an external force, buoyancy or weight immedi-
ately becomes active, restoring it to its initial position. There are 
no such restoring forces in the horizontal direction. 
Types of inflow water movements are controlled largely by the 
density difference between inflowing water and reservoir water, which 
vary with seasons of the year. Three basic types of inflow water move-
ments, as shown in Figure 3, are overflew, interflow, and underflow. 
An overflow takes place when the inflow water density is less than 
reservoir water surface density; the inflowing stream water spreads over 
the surface of the reservoir. The overflow may travel for a considerable 
distance and then mix with water near the surface by action of wind and 
waveso The overflow water remains in contact with the atmosphere and in 
the well insolated and aerated zoneo Oxygen is replenished in this zone 
by reaeration of the surface film which is carried into the water below 
by forced and free convective mixing processes, and photosynthetic oxygen 
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Overflow p. < p 
in 
Underflow P;n > p 
Interflow P;n >Pl, P;n < P3 
1 2 
Figure 3. Three Basic Types of Inflows 
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production also occurs in the surface layer. 
An iAterflow takes place wt-Jen the-density of the inflowing water is 
greater than that of water on the surface of the reservoir but less than 
that of deep·water. The inflowing water sinks to its own density level 
in the reservoir and then spreads out laterally downstream. 
An underflow takes p 1 ace when the density of the inflowing water is 
greater than that of the water at any level in the reservoir. The in-
flowing water sinks to the reservoir bottom and travels downstream at or 
near the bottom. Tne inflow water becomes separated from contact with 
the atmosphere. In most impoundments, solar radiation penetration is 
restricted to the upper water layer, so in deep reservoirs underflow may 
enter rather quickly into hypolimnetic zones. From there on, waste 
loads in such waters depend, for their assimilation, exclusively on oxy-
gen available in the inflow or on dilution of the underflow by entrain-
ment at the entrance. Rapid depletion of the original D.O. concentra-
tion in the inflow water may result. 
The location of the withdrawal structures has a dominant influence 
on the water quality development in most re~servoirs. When water is with-
drawn from a stratified body of water, the pressure gradient imposed on 
the waterboE.!y by opening the outlet structures affects the water parti-
cles in the very first moment as if no density gradient were present 
(31). Restoring forces become immediately active in the layers above 
and below the intake. After steady state is established, primarily 
particles of the density layer at the level of the outlet and its immedi-
ate vicinity are withdrawn. So, due to the suppression of vertical move-
ments in the· presence of density stratification, all withdrawal water 
comes from-a selective layer around the level of the intake, The thick-
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ness of this layer in an incem13ress:iele, steady viscous flow depends on 
the density gradient and the he:'i§ht ef,the intake (31). Sinee all flow 
is concentrated in a layer of wen-defined l'imits, the velocity is much 
higher than it woul a be in a hamf:)geneaus fl t:dd for the same amount of 
withdrawal. 
In a natural reservoir, balaneing currents are generated whenever 
there are dislecatiens of water particles or the rise of pressure gradi-
ents, tending to restore equilibrium, When the cool inflow plunges 
through the,warm surface water into its density layer, drag is exerted 
on the adjacent warm water particles so that they are entrained in a 
downward movement. The water whieh is carried away by this process is 
replaced by an upstream-directed current at the surface toward the 
plunge point. Another cause for the creation of balancing currents are 
changes in inflow and outflow. If a large amount of inflow reaches the 
reservoir, warm water which originally occupied this space is pushed 
out and moves into a new location correspondinq to its density. If the 
inflow stops, reservoir water will move back into these areas at the 
head of the,reservoir. 
3. Withdrawal layer Thickness 
When water,is withdrawn from a-stratified impoundment, it does not 
necessarily follow that the entire fluid bulk will contribute to the 
outflow, as is the case for a nonstratified body. Density stratifica-
tion in reservoirs causes water ta be withdrawn from a layer near the 
level of the intake. Therefore, the prediction of the outflow tempera-
ture and water quality requires the knowledge of the thickness and the 
internal flew distribution of the withdrawal layer. Theoretical labora-
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tory expedmeRts and field investigatiens have been conducted in recent 
years to develop formulas which relate the withdrawal layer thickness to 
flow rate, density gradient, distance from the dam, viscosity, and heat 
diffusivity" 
On the basis of the theoretical aRalysis of Yih (73) and experi-
mental analysis of Debler (15) for the iRviscid nondiffusive flow, the 
theory for a steady two-dimensional case iRvolving both viscosity and 
molecular diffusion by Koh (31), the modification of Koh 1 s solution by 
Brooks and Koh (7) for the high flow rate, and the field investigation 
of Cherokee and Fontana Reservoirs by Wunderlich (60), the withdrawal 
layer thickness in reservoirs with 1 inear density distribution can be 
estimated by using the following formulas: 
Surface·and bottom intakes 
Intermediate intakes 
o "" 5. Oa 
in which 
6 = thickness of withdrawal layer, ft 
q ~ 
a ~ scale length ~ ( ,.---) , ft 
vg 
q : outflow per unit width, ft2/sec 
g ~ acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2 
s ~ average density gradient in the reservoir, ft-l 
l dp 
=: p dy 




y = depth, ft 
The density gradient in the reserveir can be related to the tempera-
ture gradient through the expression 
dp "' dp dT 
dy dT , dy (3.5) 
By using the least square fit of density vs, temperature (26) for 
the range of 4°c to 26°C, yielded 
where 
Thus, 
p -6 ( )2 l,O - 6.63 x 10 T - 4 
p ~ density of water, gm/cm3 
T = water temperature, 0c 
2(T - 4) dT 
E: = 
151000 - (T - 4) 2 dy 
4. Factors Influencing Water Quality 
(3.6) 
(3. 7) 
The governing factor in reservoir water quality development is the 
temporal and spatial variation of the densHy and quality of the water 
which enters, is temporarily stored, -and finally withdrawn from the 
reservoir. In mast reservoirs, water temperature plays the dominant 
role in determining density. In special cases, however, other factors 
may be of importance. The main factors influencing the temporal and 
spatial distribution of temperature and water quality are the geometry 
of the reservoir~ storage management over the yearly cycle, outlet works 
design, hydrology of the drainage basin, water quality of the inflow, 
biological and chemical activities in ·the impounded water, optical 
properties of the impounded water, and climate of the environment. 
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The geometry of a reservoir can be characterized by surface area, 
volume~ length·and cross-sectional shape--all being functions of the 
water surface elevation. The surface area together with the climate of 
the environment controls the heat exchange through the water surface and 
the water-volume affected by surface heating. 
The types of outlet works, the-densities of inflow and reservoir 
water, and ·the geometry of the reservoir determine the flow patterns 
which may-develop in a stratified reservoir. If only the elevation of 
the outlet-is changed and all other factors are kept constant, there is 
always an elevation at which inflow would move straight through the 
reservoir into the outlet. Spilling over an overfall spillway during 
the stratification season would cause warm water to leave the reservoir, 
keeping the cool ·winter water in untouched storage. Spilling through 
deep sluices in late spring when stratification has already developed 
would cause a loss of cool winter water and lead to the accumulation of 
warmer water with a possible increasing of nutrient content in the upper 
layer of the reservoir. It follows that the improper use of an outlet 
structure at a certain time may have noxious consequences for the 
reservoir water quality during the rest of the year. So, the operation 
of the reservoir-is very important, because a change in the operating 
pattern will result in a change in the discharge water quality. 
The hydrology of the drainage basin of a reservoir governs the 
discharge characteristics of the natural inflow and is an important fac-
tor in the development of the thermal and water quality structure of 
the receiving impmrndment. The water quality of the inflow also has an 
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influence on the thermal stratifiE:atian and on other water quality para-
meters, such as dissolved oxygen eoneentratien in the impoundment and in 
the out fl ow. 
The climate of the environment governs the intensity of the heat 
exchange through the water surface as well as the temperature of the in-
flow. The op ti ca 1 properties of the imi:>ounded water influence the phys i-
ca l as well as the biological character of the reservoir water. The 
heating of the lake surface layers by absorption of solar energy depends 
largely on the transparency of the water. The penetration of solar 
radiation irito deep layers of the water·is a very direct process in heat-
ing reservoir water in addition to the heat transferred from the surface 
downward by conduction and mixing, and clear water is more conducive to 
oxygen exchange ·in the upper layers due to biological activity than that 
of turbid water. 
C. General Governing Equations 
The prediction of the temporal and spatial distribution of tempera-
ture and concentration of a particular pollutant in a stratified reser-
voir requires the knowledge of density distribution, flow pattern, con-
servation of heat and conservation of mass for all the substances under 
consideration. Mathematically, the hydrodynamics, thermal behavior, and 
pollutant concentration can be completely described by the simultaneous 
solution of ·the Navier-Stokes equation (equation of motion), the con-
tinuity equatien, the conservation ·Of heat equation, and conservation of 
mass equation-for each pollutant under investigation . 
The equation of motion: 
au. au. 




The continuity equation: 
2 a a u. 
- .£.E__ + µ --* ~ ax. .... c.. 
1 oX. 
J 
The conservation of heat equation: 
The conservation of mass equation: 
in which 









1 . t . th . th d . th d. t. t t. t ~ ve oc1 y 1n e 1 an J 1rec 1on a 1me , re-
spectively (i, j = 1, 2, 3) 
p = pressure 
p - density 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
µ = dynamic viscosity, mass/length-time 
" .. t b 1 t 1 · t fl t t · ,. n the 1' th and J0 th u1, uJ ~ ur u en ve oc1 y uc ua ion 
direction, respectively 
T = temperature at time t 
T .. = turbulent temperature fluctuation at time t 
Dt = molecular diffusivity of heat, area/time 
Ch = specific heat of water, heat/mass-degree 
sourcest = sources of heat per uAit-volume per unit time 
sinkst = sinks of heat per unit volume per unit time 
C = concentration of a particular pollutant at time t 
c~ = turbulent concentration fluctuation 
Dm = molecular diffusivity of mass, area/time 
sourcesm = sources of mass per unit volume per unit time 
sinksm : sinks of mass per unit volume per unit time 
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The initial turbulence of inflow dies down as the water enters into 
the reservoir and the water will become quiescent. This is because 
stratified flows are remarkably stable and persistent due to the fact 
' that the existence of a horizontal density stratification in a gravita-
tional field tends to inhibit vertical motion in the fluid. A reason 
for the stability of stratified flow as proposed by Koh (31) can be ex-
plained as follows: The amount of work, other than that required to 
overcome the viscous forces, required to move a fluid particle from 
level y1 to y2 in a stably stratified flow is given by 
where 
w = 
w = work required to move a fluid particle 
F = force required to move the fluid particle 
V = volume of the fluid particle 
p(y1) ~density of fluid particle at level y1 
(3.12) 
p(y) =density of fluid particle at any level 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
This work is always positive, regardless of whether y1 > y2 or 
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y1 < y2, provided that the density increases with depth, which in the 
nature of density stratifications it must, with the exceptions of the 
entrance mixing and surface layer instability caused by evaporative cool-
ing which results in an unstable density gradient. So, a total amount 
of work equal to 2w must be carried out if two fluid particles, each of 
volume V and at levels y1 and y2 are interchanged. In other words, any 
vertical motion requires an addition of energy. For a homogeneous fluid 
in which p is a constant, this work equals to zero, and a fluid particle 
may move freely from one position to another except for the viscous 
force. Therefore, the existence of a horizontal density stratification 
in a gravity field tends to inhibit vertica·1 motion in the fluid to the 
extent that turbulent transport of momentum, heat, and mass in Equations 
(3.8), (3.10), and (3.11), respectively, can be neglected. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODELS 
A. Development and Solution of 
the Temperature Model 
Water temperature has assumed an important role in water resources 
planning and management because of its influence on the physical, bio-
logical, and chemical characteristics of the water itself and its wide 
ranging effects on aquatic life, particularly on various parts of their 
life cycle. In addition, the water temperature, through its influence 
on density, affects the hydrodynamic characteristics of the waterbody, 
particularly in impoundments which are subject to thermal stratifica-
tion. Through its influence on the hydrodynamic characteristics, the 
temperature can exert a profound influence on the temporal and spatial 
variation of water quality characteristics" 
In lakes and reservoirs, stable density stratification is caused 
primarily by the temperature variation with depth, and secondarily by a 
variable concentration of pollutants, The upper layers of the reservoir 
are generally heated by the sun, while wind and surface evaporation 
cause mixing in a surface zone, called the epilimnion, which is fairly 
uniform in temperature. Below this is the thermocline through which the 
temperature decreases rapidly to that of the lower zone, the hypolimnion, 
which feels a negligible effect of the surface heating. Thermal regimes 
of the reservoirs are affected by the substantial inflows and outflows 
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which contribute to the heat and mass balance of the reservoir. Both 
the inflows and outflows produce a continuing alteration of the density 
profiles because of the vertical displacements of water masses due to 
inflows pushing into certain levels and outflows vacating other layers. 
In terms of an overall heat balance, a reservoir receives heat con-
vectively from the river inflow and by solar radiation on the reservoir 
water surface. Both the inflow and solar radiation are governed by the 
climate conditions and the hydrology of the drainage basin. Heat is re-
moved from the reservoir by surface losses which are largely due to 
evaporation, and by withdrawal from the reservoir which is governed by 
the operation of the reservoir and the design of the outlet structures. 
Within the reservoir, heat is distributed by diffusion and vertical 
advection. Therefore, in developing a model to predict temperature in a 
stratified reservoir, the model must account for heat transfer through 
the surface, internal absorption of solar radiation, heat transported by 
diffusion and vertical advection, and horizontal advection into and out 
of the reservoiro 
In developing the temperature model, the assumptions upon which the 
model is based are as follows: 
1) The basic assumption underlying the temperature model is the 
existence of horizontal isotherms, and hence thermal gradients exist in 
the vertical direction only. This assumption implies that the hori-
zontal variations in temperatures are very small compared to the verti-
cal variations and has the effect of reducing the problem from a three-
dimensional to a one-dimensional problem. This will be a reasonable 
assumption in the case of deep reservoirs with a low discharge to volume 
ratio and densimetric Froude number << ~ 
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2) Within the range of temperatures encountered, the values of the 
fluid density and specific heat vary only sli.ghtly, and they are assumed 
to be constant, except when dealing with buoyancy and stability effects. 
The coefficients of molecular diffusivity of heat and mass are also 
assumed to be constant in all heat budget and heat transport calcula-
tions. 
3) The water temperature is assumed to be the only factor respon-
sible for the density of the water. 
4) Because the existence of horizontal density stratification tends 
to inhibit vertical motion in the fluid, the turbulent effects can be 
neglected. 
5) Solar radiation is assumed to be transmitted in the vertical 
direction only, 
6) The heat crossing the boundaries, except from the surface, is 
through inflow and outflow. That is, the sides and bottom of the reser-
voir are assumed to be insulated, 
Since it is assumed that all transfers of heat can be accomplished 
along the vertical axis, the water body must be segmented along this 
axis, and the necessary water and energy balance equations must be writ-
ten accordingly. 
1. Schematization of the Reservoir 
The idealization of the reservoir water body is presented in Figure 
4, In general, the reservoir is divided into horizontal layers of uni-
form thickness, extending over the entire length and width of the reser-
voir, the bounding planes of which are common between adjacent layers 
and can be determined from the reservoir 1 s topography. In Figure 5a, 
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Figure 4. Idealiza~ion of a Reservoir Water Body 
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Figure 5. Control Volumes for Mass and Heat Balance 
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the j-th element which is at elevation yj has a horizontal area Aj and 
thickness ~y. A portion of the river inflow enters the element at the 
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upstream; a portion of the outflow through the dam leaves the element at 
the downstream end, and a portion of water may enter or leave the ele-
ment through vertical advection depending on the amount of inflow and 
outflow through that element. Heat also enters the element through the 
horizontal surface by absorption of solar radiation, transmission, 
vertical advection and diffusion, and enters the element through the 
vertical surface by advection of the inflow and leaves the element by 
advection of the outflow, as shown in Figure Sb. The governing equation 
for the distribution of temperature in a reservoir is formulated by con-
sidering the conservation of heat within each layer and then extended to 
the entire reservoir. However, before this can be done, it is necessary 
to consider the mechanism of solar radiation absorption and transmission, 
heat convection, advection and diffusion. The notation used herein num-
bers the elements successively from the bottom to the top of the reser-
voir, so j = 1 refers to the bottom element. 
2. Determination of Parameters 
The net heat transfer between a water body and the atmosphere is 
computed as the algebraic sum of the heat flux terms: 
= (4.1) 
in which 
2 ¢h = net heat transfer across the water surface, kcal/m -day 
¢sn = net solar radiation heat flux penetrating into the water, 
kcal/m2-day 
~ar = net atmospheric radiation heat flux delivered through the 
interface, kcal/m2-day 
~w = water surface radiation heat flux, kcal/m2-day 
~ = energy loss by evaporation, kcal/m2-day e 
~c = energy loss by conduction, kcal/m2-day 
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Several formulas are available for obtaining the net solar radia-
tion, atmospheric longwave radiation and the water surface radiation 
(1,26,45), but the most up-to-date are the ones developed by Wunderlich, 
Gras and staff of the engineering laboratory of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (62). 
The net solar radiation passing the air-water interface is des-
cribed as the extraterrestrial radiation flux arriving at the top of 
the atmosphereless losses incurred-by scattering and absorption in the 




a2 + 0.5 (1 - a1 - d) 2 
= ~a [1 - 0.5 Rg (1 - a1 + d)] (l - Rt)(l - 0.65 C ) 
~a = extraterrestrial solar radiation flux, kcal/m2-day 
I 
= --% sin a. 
r 
I = solar constant = 27936 kcal/m2-day 
0 
r = relative distance earth - sun, dimensionless 
a = solar altitude, radians 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
a1 = mean·atmospheric transmissien coefficient after scattering, a 
function of the optical air mass and the moisture content of 
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the atmosphere, dimensionless 
a2 = mean atmospheric transmission coefficient after scattering and 
absorption, a function of the optical air mass and the moisture 
content of the atmosphere, dimensionless 
d = total dust depletion of the atmosphere, dimensionless 
R = reflectivity of the ground in the vicinity of the reservoir, 
g 
di mens ionl ess 
Rt = reflectivity of the water surface, dimensionless 
C = fraction of the sky covered by clouds, varying from 0 to 1 
The net atmospheric longwave radiation heat flux entering the water 
surface may be calcua"lated as a function of air temperature and cloud 
cover, and is expressed as: 
where 
o ~Stefan-Boltzmann constant~ 1.171 x 10-6 kcal/m2-day-°K4 
T = air temperature at 2 meters above the water surface, °K a 
R = reflectivity of water surface for atmospheric radiation a 
= 0~03 
(4.4) 
The water surface 1ongwave radiation emitted by the water surface 
layer is given by 
in which 
4 
,i, = 0. 97 oT 't'w w 
Tw ~ water surface temperature, °K 
(4.5) 
Many formulas for calculating heat loss by evaporation are avail-




p = water density, kg/m3 
E = rate of evaporation, m/day 
L - heat of vaporization of water, kcal/kg 
Ch = specific heat of water, kcal/kg - 0c 
a,b = empirical constant 
U = wind speed, m/sec 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
e = saturation vapor pressure at water surface temperature, mm Hg w 
ea = vapor pressure of the air, mm Hg 
~ ~ relative humidity 
Heat loss by conduction is considered to be a function of wind 
speed, pressure gradient in the air mass overlying the water surface 
and Bowen ratio, and is expressed as 
¢c = pER (4.9) 
where 
(Tw - T ) 
R = N a = Bowen Ratio (4.10) 
(ew - ¢e ) a 
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N ~ empirical constant 
In this study, heat losses by evaporation and conduction are calcu-
lated based on the values of empirical constants derived by Rohwer (46); 
the ref ore 
a = 0.000308 m/day - mm Hg 
b = 0.000185 sec/day - mm Hg 
N = 269.1 kcal - mm Hg/kg - 0 c 
Based on Beer 1 s law, the absorption of solar radiation in water at 
any elevation y can be described as 
¢sy = ¢sn exp [-n(Ys - y)] (4.11) 
where 
2 ¢sy = solar radiation intensity at depth y, kcal/m -day 
n - bulk extinction coefficient, m -1 
Ys = water surface elevation, m 
y = elevation, m (positive upward) 
The plotting of field data on solar radiation intensity variation 
with depth on semi-log graph show the nonlinearity of the curves near 
the water surface which shows that solar radiation absorption cannot be 
represented by Equation (4.11) over the whole depth of the reservoir. 
The reason of the nonlinearity of the curves at the water surface layer 
is that the water surface layer absorbs a very large amount of incoming 
solar radiation, One way of accounting for this surface absorption is 
to assume that a portion of the total incident solar radiation intenstiy 
is directly absorbed by the water surface (14). Therefore, the amount 




~ss = solar radiation absorbed at the water surface, kcal/m2-day 
S = ratio of radiation absorbed at the water surface to net in-
coming radiation, dimensionless 
and the amount of solar radiation absorbed in water by transmission at 
any elevation y can be expressed as 
~sy = (1-S)~sn exp [-n(Ys - y)] (4.13) 
Thus, the amount of heat from external solar energy sources absorbed 
in water surface layer except by transmission is 
~s = (4.14) 
where 
2 
~s = heat from external solar energy sources, kcal/m -day 
During the fall and winter, the surface layer of a reservoir cools 
more rapidly than the underlying layers because the heat losses due to 
evaporation and water surface radiation often exceeds the heat inputs 
from surface absorbed solar radiation and atmospheric radiation. This 
cooling process causes the surface water to become more dense than the 
warmer water below it; the surface water begins to sink and mix with 
warmer subsurface water. When the model generates this type of unstable 
temperature distribution, convective mixing is allowed to take place in 
order to eliminate the instability. The mixing is accomplished by 
checking the temperature distribution and whenever the temperature 
gradient is negative, all layers from the top of the reservoir to the 
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level of instability are mixed. The new temperature of the mixed layer 
is found by taking the weighted average of volumes and temperatures of 
the mixed elements in order to maintain the energy balance. If an in-
stability still exists between the mixed layer and the element below, 
the element below is mixed. This process is repeated until a stable 
temperature gradient exists. 
As a stream enters a stratified reservoir, a certain amount of 
mixing and entrainment will take place at the entrance, then the incorn-
ing water will seek its own density level within the reservoir. If the 
incoming water is warmer than the surface water, it will enter and flow 
along the reservoir surface. If the inflowing water is cooler than the 
surface water, it will sink until it reaches an elevation corresponding 
to its own density level, at which point it will begin to move horizon-
tally. Elder and Wunderlich (21) made dye tests for the investigation 
of inflow water movements in the reservoir. The results of dye concen-
tration profiles are shown in Figure 6, which indicates that the inflow 
velocity profile can be approximated by a normal distribution curve. 
Thus, the inflow velocity can be expressed as 
u, {y) = U. (t) exp [-(y-y~) 2 /2a~] 
1max 1 1 
(4.15) 
where 
u . (y) "' u. (y' t) 1 . 1 = inflow velocity at elevation y, m/day 
u,max(t) = maximum inflow velocity at time t, m/day 
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y 1 = y1(t) -=depth at which the reservofr density is the same as 
that of the incoming water, m 
a" :: inflow standard deviation, m 1 
B(y) "' width of the reservoir at elevation y, m 
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= A(y)/L(y) (4.17) 
where 
Ys = water surface elevation, m 
= bottom elevation of the reservoir, m 
length of the reservoir at elevation y, m 
Q _ ( t) 
1 
,, 
= total inflow rate at time t, m~/day 
Therefore, heat advected in a control volume by inflow is 
= pChU .BL tiy 
1 1 
¢1 ~ heat advected in by inflow, kcal/day 
T. = inflow temperature, 0c 
l 
(4.18) 
When inflowing water from a river enters a reservoir, it will en-
train some of the existing reservoir water. The amount of this entrain-
ment depends on the geometry of the river entering the reservoir. 
Entrance mixing is accounted for in the model by the use of mixing co-
efficient, m , which is the ratio of the amount of water entrained and c . 
the inflow water, No field measurements of entrance mixing are available, 
and hence the choice of an entrance mixing coefficient is somewhat arbi-




(l + m )Q. 
c 1 
and the mixed inflow temperature, Tinm' is represented by 
(4, 19) 
where 
m Q.T + Q.L c i e 1 1 
Qi nm 




When water is withdrawn from a stratified impoundment, the water is 
withdrawn from a layer near the level of the intake. The thickness of 
the withdrawal layer can be calculated by Equation (3.3) and Equation 
(3.4). Based on the works of Koh (31), Brooks and Koh (7), and Wunder-
lich (60), the outflow velocity profile can also be approximated by a 
normal distribution curve, The outflow velocity can thus be represented 
by 
2 2 




U0 (y) = U0 (y,t) = outflow velocity at elevation y, m/day 
Uomax(t) = maximum outflow velocity at y = y0 , m/day 
(4.22) 
where 
y0 = elevation of outlet centerline, m 
a = outflow standard deviation, m 
0 
Q0 (t) -- total outflow rate at time t, m3/day 
The outflow standard deviation is calculated based on the 95 per-
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cent confidence interval, which means that 95 percent of the outflow 
comes from the calculated withdrawal layer thickness o, Thus, the out-




1. 96 (4.23) 
Therefore, heat advected out of a control volume by outflow is 
(4.24) 
where 
~o = heat advected out by outflow, kcal/day 
T = T(y) = temperature of the control volume at elevation y, 0c 
Referring to Figure 5a, a water mass balance for a control volume 
is represented by a continuity equation in which advected flows must be 
in equilibrium, The difference of vertical advected flows through a 
control volume must equal the net horizontal advected flow. Therefore 
where 






Qv, ~vertical flow rate in the j-th element, m3/day 
J 3 
Q =vertical flow rate in the (j+l)-th element, m /day 
v j+l 
V. - vertical advective velocity in the j-th element, m/day 
J 
{positive upward) 
Vj+l =vertical advective velocity in the (j+l)-th element, m/day 
A .. 1 =horizontal area at the interface of j-th and (j-1)-th ele-J,J-
ments, m2 
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A.+l . = horizontal area at the interface of (j+l)-th and j-th ele-
J ,J 
ments, m2 
The vertical advective velocity is then calculated by Equation 
(4.25), starting at the bottom element of the reservoir in which the 
vertical flow across the bottom is equal to zero. Thus, the vertical 
advective velocity of the other elements can be obtained. 
Therefore, the heat advected in a control volume by vertical advec-




~v = ~v(y,t) = heat advected in by vertical flow at elevation y, 
kcal/day 
The diffusive heat flux into a control volume, ~d' is expressed as 
~d - - (4.27) 
Dt = molecular diffusivity of heat, m2/day 
The negative sign indicates positive transport in the direction of 
negative gradient. 
3. Derivation of Governing Equations 
Consider the control volume in Figure 5b, the conservation of heat 
equation can be obtained by equating the time rate change of heat stored 
in the control volume to the change of heat flux through the control 
volume. 




The net horizontal advective heat flux through the control volume, 
Hh' is as follows: 
The difference of heat flux through the control volume due to the 
transmission of solar radiation, H , is expressed as s 
Hs = Act> - (Act> + ~ .. (Act> ) 1:,y) sy sy ay sy (4.30) 
The net vertical advective heat flux through the control volume, 
H , is represented by v 
(4.31) 
The change of diffusive heat flux through the control volume, Hd' 
is obtained by 
(4.32) 
Therefore, the conservation of heat equation is given by 
(4.33) 
which, when substituting the value of each term, yields 
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(4,34) 
Simplifying Equation (4.34), the result is given as 
a T ~ l ( U BT lJ BT). - - 1 - l (A-+, ) - l _1_ (VAT) 
cit A i i - o pChA ay ~sy A ay 
D 
+ _! _1_ (A rL) 
A ay ay (4.35) 
In solving Equation (4.35), one initial condition which specifies 
the values of temperatures as functions of depth at time t ~ 0 and two 
boundary conditions which give the values of heat flux as functions of 
time at the surface and bottom of the impoundment are required. 
At the beginning of the spring, the reservoir is assumed to be in 
an isothermal state, so the initial condition is given by 
where 
T - Tin for all y at t = 0 
T. = initial temperature of water in the reservoir, 0c. 
rn 
(4,36) 
At the water surface of the reservoir, the extra heat sources and 
sinks absorbed by the surface layer are equal to the amount of heat from 
external solar energy sources except by transmission. Thus, the surface 
boundary condition is 
( 4. 37) 
Therefore, the conservation of heat equation for the surface layer is 
given as 
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aT l 1 a (A<t>sy) l 
at = A (U;BT; - UoBT) - pChA ay + At,y (VAT) 
Dt aT 1 
- At,y (A ay) + pChA~y {A<t>s) {4,38) 
At the bottom of the reservoir, there is no heat flow through the 
bottom of the reservoir. Therefore, the bottom boundary condition is 
expressed as 
~~ = 0 at y = yb for all t (4,39) 
and the conservation of heat equation for the bottom layer is 
aT 1 1 1 
at - A {U;BT i - U0 BT) pChAt,y (A<t>sy) - A~y {VAT) 
D 
+ _t_ (A a T) { 4. 40) 
At,y ay 
The outflow temperature at any time t is obtained by the weighted 
average of flow rates and temperatures of all the layers within the with-
drawal layer thickness. 
4. Solution of the Temperature Model 
There is no analytical way of solving the Equation (4.35), subject 
to the initial and boundary conditions mentioned, so a finite difference 
method is used, 
There are three basic finite difference methods: 
1) explicit or forward difference scheme, 
2) implicit or backward difference scheme, 
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3) a combination of the first two which also results in an implicit 
method. 
Implicit methods are unconditionally stable for any time step used 
in the solution but require more complicated methods of solution. Ex-
plicit methods are subject to certain stability requirements which can 
restrict the time step used in the solution, but the explicit methods 
have the advantage of keeping separate the various terms in the equation, 
which facilitates alterations and corrections to the model. Therefore, 
the explicit scheme is used in this study. 
The use of an explicit scheme causes limitations imposed on the 
choice of ~Y and ~t if numerical stability is to be maintained. The 
stability criteria can be expressed as 
(4.41) 
where 
V = vertical velocity, m/day 
~t = time increment, day 
~Y = distance increment, m 
At the beginning of the calculation, a value of ~Y and a reasonable 
value of ~t are assumed. Since it is possible that the choice of ~Y and 
~t may lead to violation of Equation (4.41), thus for each time step the 
vertical velocities are calculated and the maximum is selected. If 
Equation {4.41} is violated, a new ~tis selected such that n times new 
~t is less than or equal to the previous time interval chosen, where n 
is a positive integer number. 
Referring to Figure 7, the conservation of heat equation for the 
surface layer can be formulated in finite difference form as follows: 
4> A , sy . 
~I ·ys ' ; s A. 1------ -~ - Water surface 
4> s 
U T. . 
ojs .Js., ----JS 
llYs 
! A. . 1 JS,JS-
A. 
JS-1 -
4> V. T. l 
syjs,js-1 JS JS---- --
D (aT) 
t ay js,js-1 - - --------js-1 






The horizontal advective heat flux: 
1 = ~ (U. B. T. 
sa , j s J s , 
U B. T. ) tit 
ojs JS JS 
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(4.42) 
= temperature change due to horizontal advective heat flux, 0c 
2 average horizontal area of surface layer, m 
The transmission of solar radiation: 
tiTt = C Al t:. (A qi - A. , -l qi ) tit 
P h sa Ys ys sys JS,JS syjs,js-1 
tiT = temperature change due to transmission of radiation, 0c 
t 
tiy = thickness of surface layer, m s 
The vertical advective heat flux: 
If v. > 0 
JS 
1 - A (V. A. . l T. 1) tit satiys JS JS,JS- JS-
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
tiTv = temperature change due to vertical advective heat flux, 0c 
If Vjs < 0 
tiT = Al (V. A. , l T. ) ilt 
v sailYS JS JS,JS- JS 
(4.45) 
The diffusive heat flux: 
Dt (T. - T. 1) 
- - -=---- (A. . 1 JS JS- ) ilt 





~Td = change of temperature due to diffusion of heat, 0c 
The heat from external solar energy sources: 
(4.47) 
~T ~ change of temperature due to external solar energy sources, 0c s 
Therefore, the total temperature change in the surface layer ~Tsur' 
in time increment 6t, is given by 
~T sur (4.48) 
The conservation of heat equation for the intern a 1 1 ayer can be 
represented in finite difference scheme, by considering the control 
volume in Figure 8, as follows: 
The horizontal advective heat flux: 
tiT h 
l = A (U. B.L 
j lj J 1 
The transmission of solar radiation: 
1 
C A tc. (A 0+1 . <P - A. 0 1 <P ) tc.t 
p h j y J ,J syj+l,j J,J- syj,j-1 
The vertical advective heat flux: 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
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If vj > o, vj+l < o 
(4.52) 
If vj < o, vj+l > o 
1 
= p;:-;;- ( V . A . . l T . - VJ.+ l AJ. + l , J. TJ. ) 6 t j y J J ,J- J (4.53) 
If vj < o, vj+l < o 
1 
= p;:-;;- ( V . A . . l T . - VJ.+ l AJ. + l , J. TJ. + l ) 6 t j y J J,J- J (4.54) 
The diffusive heat flux: 
(4.55) 
Thus, the total temperature change of each internal layer 6Tint' in 
time increment ~t, is represented by 
(4.56) 
The conservation of heat equation for the bottom layer can be for-
mulated in finite difference form as shown in Figure 9, as follows: 
The horizontal advective heat flux: 




sy2 l • 
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V2T1 Dt(ay 2,1 
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Ab = average horizontal area of bottom layer, m2. 
The transmission of solar radiation: 
The vertical advective heat flux: 






The total temperature change of the bottom layer ~Tb' in time in-
crement ~t, is given by 
(4.62) 
In using the temperature model, the data required as inputs to the 
model are reservoir geometry, initial reservoir temperature profile, 
solar radiation, atmospheric radiation, air temperatures, relative 
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humidities, wind speeds, streamflow rates, streamflow temperatures, out-
flow rates, surface elevations, inflow standard deviation, coefficient 
of diffusion of heat, density and specific heat of water, extinction co-
efficient of water, and fraction of solar radiation absorbed at the 
surface. 
B. Development and Solution of Water 
Quality Model 
The depletion of dissolved oxygen in lakes and impoundments, es-
pecially in the deeper layers, can substantially reduce the usefulness 
of the impounded water. In addition, waters containing low D.O. concen-
trations that are released from the impoundments may harm the receiving 
streams. 
During the periods of thermal stratification, the D.O. concentra-
tions within the epilimnion remain high because of air-water oxygen 
transfer and photosynthetic oxygenation. When D.O. concentrations in 
the surface water fall below saturation, oxygen is transferred from the 
air into the water while the reverse is true when oxygen concentrations 
exceed the saturation value. So, D.O. concentrations at the surface 
often remain close to saturation. The low vertical mixing across the 
thermocline usually results in a small transfer of D.O. from the upper 
layers to the hypolimnion zone. In addition, plankton which sink from 
the epilimnion and other organics, excert an oxygen demand on the deeper 
water which results in the decline of D.O. concentrations in the 
hypolimnion zone. 
In terms of an overall mass balance of dissolved oxygen, the D.O. 
balance in a reservoir is dependent on the inflows and outflows D.0., 
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oxygen demands of river inflows, initial D.O. and oxygen demand in the 
reservoir, diffusion and vertical advection of mass, decomposition of 
organic matter, atmospheric reaeration at the surface, photosynthetic 
oxygenation, algal respiration and bottom deposits. In addition, the 
biological and mass transfer processes are sensitive to temperature and 
thus the D.O. balance is also dependent on the thermal structure of the 
reservoir. 
The water quality model developed in this study is to predict the 
D.O. concentrations of the outflows and the concentration distributions 
of D.O. in a deep reservoir in which the isotherms are horizontal during 
most of the year. Because the horizontal variations of D.O. are often 
small when compared to the vertical variations and the variations that 
occur with time, therefore the assumptions used in developing the water 
quality model are the same as that of the temperature model. In addi-
tion, it is also assumed that, in euphotic zone, the rate of oxygen pro-
duced by photosynthesis is equal to the rate of oxygen consumed by algal 
respiration and the respiration of organic matter, 
In this model, the reservoir is also divided into horizontal layers 
of uniform thickness, extending over the entire length and width of the 
reservoiro The governing equation for the concentration distributions 
of D.O. is formulated by considering the conservation of mass within 
each layer and it is coupled with the temperature model in such a way 
that the velocity distributions used in the temperature model can be 
used in the water quality model. However, before this can be done, it 
is necessary to consider the parameters involved in the D.O. balance in 
a reservoir such as horizontal advection of D.O. and BOD, diffusion and 
advection of mass in the vertical direction, and BOD removal. 
1. Determination of Parameters 
By the use of the control volume as shown in Figure 10, all the 
parameters involved in the conservation of D.O. and BOD equations are 
determined as follows: 




M. = the amount of D.O. advected in by inflow, kg/day 
1 
p = water density, kg/m3 
C. = inflew D.O. concentration, ppm 
1 
U. = inflow velocity, m/day 
1 
B = width of the control volume, m 
~Y = thickness of the control volume, m 




M0 = the amount of D.O. advected out by the outflow, kg/day 
C = D.O. concentration within the control volume, ppm 
U = outflow velocity, m/day 
0 






__,.__, __ A j + l 'j 
A.j ,j-1 
Figure 10. Control Volume for Dissolved Oxygen 
Balance 
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M = the amount of 0.0. advected in by vertical advection, kg/day v 
V = vertical velocity, m/day (positive upward) 
A = horizontal area of the control volume, m2 
The flux of 0.0. into the control volume by diffusion is 
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( D A }.I) 10-6 
P m ay (4,66) 
where 
Md = the amount of 0.0. diffused into the control volume, kg/day 
om = 
".I 
molecular diffusivity of mass, ml/day 
The negative sign indicates positive transport in the direction of the 
negative gradient. 
where 
The amount of oxygen consumed by the removal of BOD is 
Mb = the amount of oxygen consumed, kg/day 
k1 = first order decay rate constant, day-l 
~ = BOD concentration 
Convective mixing due to surface instability because of the evapora.~ 
tion and water surface radiation exceeds the solar radiation and atmos-
pheric radiation absorbed at the surface will be treated the same as 
that used in the temperature model. Therefore, 0,0. concentration of 
the mixed layer is obtained by the weighted average of D.O. concentra-
tion and volume of the layers that are mixed, 
All of the above formulas used to calculate the amount of 0,0. can 
be used to calculate the amount of BOD by replacing C with £ and no 
other changes are necessary. 
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2, Derivation of Governing Equations 
The conservation of D.O. equation of the control volume as shown in 
Figure 10 can be obtained by equating the time rate of change of 0,0, 
concentration within the control volume to the sum of all D.O, inputs 
and removed from that control volume. 
The time rate change of D.O. concentration within the control 
volume, Mt' is given by 
M = 
t 
( ac) -6 pAt:,y at 10 (4.68) 
The net horizontal advection of D.O. through the control volume, 
AMh' is expressed as 
AMh = M. - M = pBAy (C.U. - CU )10-6 
1 0 1 1 0 
(4.69) 
The difference of vertical advection of D.O. through the control 
volume, AM , is represented by v 
"" M v 
aM 
aM 
(M + _v t:,y) 
v ay 
,_ - _v . Ay 
ay (4.70) 
The ehange of 0.0. due to diffusion through the control volume, AMd' 
is obtained by 
a Md 
- Md - (Md + ~ tJ.y) 
a Md 
= - ay Ay (4.71) 
by 
Therefore, the conservation of dissolved oxygen equation is given 
ac) -6 (pAb.y at 10 
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(4.72) 
which, when simplified, yields 
D 
~ = !! (C.U. - CU ) - l aVCA + ....!!!. ..l.. (A~) - k12 at A 1 1 o A ay A ay ay (4.73) 
Because the concentration distribution of D.O. is dependent on the 
concentration distribution of BOD, the governing equation for the con-
centration distribution of BOD must be known, which can be obtained by 
replacing C with i in Equation (4.73). Therefore, the conservation of 
BOD equation is given by 
D 
~ "' !! ( n U - nu ) - l a V2A + ....!!!. ..l.. (A 2!.) - k " at A Ni i N o A ay A ay ay 1 N (4.74) 
In order to solve Equations (4.73} and (4.74), the initial condi-
tions whieh specify the values of D.O. and BOD as functions of depth at 
time t ~ 0 and boundary conditions which give the values of D.O. and BOD 
as functions of·time at the surface and bottom of the reservoir are re-
quired. 
The initial conditions for D.O. and BOD are the D.O. and BOD pro-
files at time t = O. 
The surface boundary condition for D.O. is assumed to be saturated 
with D.O. because D.O. concentrations at the surface often remain close 
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to saturation. Therefore, 
(4.75) 
where 
Csat = D.O. saturation, ppm 
and the surface boundary condition for BOD is obtained by assuming that 
there is no transfer of BOD across the water surface. Thus, 
~= 0 
ay at y = Ys for all t (4.76) 
Since there is no transfer of mass across the bottom of the reser-




~= 0 ay 
at y = yb for all t 
at y = yb for all t 
(4,77) 
(4,78) 
The outflow D,O. concentration at any time t is obtained by the 
weighted average of D.O. concentrations and flow rates of all the layers 
within the withdrawal layer thickness. 
3. Solutfon of the Water Quality Model 
In general, analytical solutions-to Equations (4.73) and (4.74) sub-
ject to the initial .and boundary conditions mentioned, cannot be present-
ly obtained except for some simplified versions such as assuming steady 
state condition. Therefore, the finite difference method is used in a 
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manner similar to that used in the temperature model. 
The conservation of D.O. equation for the surface layer is 
(4.78) 
Consider the control volume in Figure 11, the conservation of BOD 
equation for the surface layer can be formulated in finite difference 
form as follows: 
where 
where 
The horizontal advection of BOD: 
L U } flT 
JS ojs 
flBh = change of BOD due to horizontal advection, ppm 
The vertical advection of BOD: 
If V. > 0 
JS 
If V. < 0 
JS 
1 = A (V. t. l A .. 1) ~t saflYs JS JS- JS,JS-
1 = A fl (V. !l. A. . l) flt sa Ys JS JS JS,JS-
flBv = change of BOD due to vertical advection, ppm. 
The diffusion of BOD: 
om (L - L 1) 
- - {A JS JS- } bt 
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' 
Figure 11. Conservation of BOD of the Surface Layer 
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t,.Bd = change of BOD due to diffusion, ppm. 
The removal of BOD: 
(4.83) 
Therefore, the total BOD concentration change in the surface layer 
!J.Bsur' in time increment bt, is given by 
(4.84) 
Referring to the control volume in Figure 12, the conservation of 
D.O. equation for the internal layer can be represented in finite dif-
ference scheme as follows: 
where 
The horizontal advection of D.O.: 
c.u ) bt 
J oj 
t,.Ch = change of D 0. due to horizontal advection, ppm. 
The vertical advection of DoO.: 
IfV.>0,V. 1 >0 J J+ 
1 
= -A A (V .c. ,A 0 0 1 - v ·+1 C.A '+l . ) bt 
j uy J J - J ' J - J J J ' J 
If vJ > o, vJ+l < o 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
( 4. 87) 








- - - - - - - - j+ l 
v ·+1 c. ,] .J 
-k1i. _JC.U0 . J . J J ------- - ----j 
D (~' -~ vj cj-1 m ay'j,j-1 
- ---------- ---------j-1 






If vj < o, vj+l > o 
- 1 ( ) 1J.Cv - -A A v.c.A .. 1 - v.+1c.A.+l . 1J.t f'Y J J J 'J - J J J 'J 
If vj < o, vj+l < o 
1 = p;-;;- (V.C.A .. l - VJ.+lCJ.+lAJ.+l,J.) /J.t j y J J J ,J-
/J.Cv ~ change of D.O. due to vertical advection, ppm. 
The diffusion of D.O.: 
/J.Cd ~ change of D.O. due to diffusion, ppm 
The removal of BOD: 






( 4. 91) 
Thus, the total change of D.O. in each internal layer /J.Cint' in 
time increment IJ.t, is expressed as 
/J.C. t "" /J.Ch + /J.C + /J.Cd + /J.C 1n v r (4.92) 
The conservation of BOD equation for the internal layer can be ob-
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tained by replacing C with£ in Equations (4o85) to (4.91) with no other 
changes necessary. 
The conservation of D.O. equation for the bottom layer can be 
represented in finite difference form as shown in Figur-e 13, as follows: 
The horizontal advection of D.Oo: 
s, 
6Ch = ~A (C.U. - c1u ) 6t b 1 , , 01 
The vertical advection of D.O.: 
If V > 0 
2 
The diffusion of D.Oo: 





( 4. 97) 
Therefere,-the total change of D.O. for the bottom layer 6Cbot in 




















































Again, the conservation of BOD equation for the bottom layer can be 
obtained by replacing C with tin Equations (4.93) to (4.97), with no 
other changes necessary. 
In using the water quality model, the data required as inputs to 
the model in addition to that required for the temperature model are 
initial D,O" and BOD profiles, inflows D,O. and BOD, and first order 
decay rate constant. 
C. Application of the Models 
The models developed in this study are for predicting the tempera-
ture and D.Oo variations of deep reservoirs with horizontal isotherms, 
low densimetric Froude number, and the hydrodynamics of the reservoirs 
are governed by thermal stratification. 
The temperature distributions in a reservoir can be obtained by 
solving Equation (4.35) subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
mentioned, which are represented in finite difference form in Equations 
(4.48), (4.56), and (4,62). 
The data required for solving the above equations are: 
1) Reservoir geometry, 
2) Meteorological data as solar radiation, air temperatures, rela-
tive humidities, wind speeds, and cloud cover. 
3) Hydrological data as stream inflow rates and temperatures, and 
the desired reservoir outflow rates. 
4) Initial temperature profile in the reservoir. 
5) The extinction coefficient of water and the fraction of solar 
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radiation absorbed at the surface. 
By solving Equations (4.73) and (4.74) subject to the initial and 
boundary conditions, which are in finite difference form in Equations 
(4.78), (4,84), (4.92), and (4.98), the D,O. concentration distributions 
in the reservoir can be obtained. 
The required input data for the prediction of the D.O. concentra-
tion distributions are the data required for predicting the temperature 
distributions in the reservoir, and 
1) The initial DoO. and BOD profiles in the reservoir. 




A. Description of Reservoir 
Fontana Reservoir, shown in Figure 14, which was selected for the 
verification of the mathematical models developed in this study, is 
located on the Little Tennessee River in western North Carolina. It is 
categorized as a low discharge to volume ratio type and is about 120 m. 
deep, narrow, approximately 46 kilometers long, and is fully stratified 
during the summer season. It is fed by three major rivers--the Little 
Tennessee, the Tuckasegee, the Nantahala, and several smaller streams 
and the runoff from the drainage area along the north and south bounds, 
which provide an average annual runoff of about 3.69 x 109 cu. m. The 
drainage area is about 4.0 x 109 m. 2 and the reservoir has the storage 
volume of l,78 x 109 cu. m. at elevation 513 m. above mean sea level. 
B. Inputs to the Mathematical Models 
During the year 1966, extensive field measurements were made to 
investigate the thermo-hydrodynamics of Fontana Reservoir (59). These 
data included all pertinent hydrological and meteorological parameters, 
temperature, and dissolved oxygen data on inflow, outflow, and the water 
in the reservoir. The data obtained from the field measurements at 
Fontana site were available either on an hourly mean or daily mean basis. 
The time step of one day was used in the computer program; therefore, 
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all of the hourly means data were converted to daily means. 
Reservoir geometry such as lengths, widths, and areas were avail-
able at fifty foot intervals and the values of these geometric data at 
other elevations were obtained by linear interpolation. 
The inflow rates, temperatures and dissolved oxygen of the five 
sources of water for the reservoir were available on a daily mean basis. 
The sum of the inflow rates of these sources of water were used as the 
inflow to the reservoir; the weighted average of the inflow temperatures 
and inflow rates from each of the five sources were used as the inflow 
temperatures, and the inflow D.O. was taken as the weighted average of 
the inflow D.O. and the inflow rates from each of the three rivers. The 
inflow standard deviation cr. was estimated from dye tests which were 
1 
made to investigate the inflow water movements in the Fontana Reservoir, 
as shown in Figure 6 in Chapter IV. The dye trace occupied in many 
cases, a depth of 40 ft or more. Therefore, the inflow standard devia-
tion was assumed to be equal to 4.0 m. The inflow BOD (BODin) during 
the time that the inflow D.O. was measured was not available. Some of 
the inflow BOD was sampled in 1965. The average values of five-day BOD 
of these samples were ranged from 0.8 to 1.7 ppm. However, in dealing 
with a reservoir, where water can be retained from several days to 
several months, at least a 21-day BOD should be used. Therefore, a con-
stant inflow BOD of 8.0 ppm was at first assumed. 
The outflow rates, temperatures, and D.O. were also available on a 
daily mean basis. 
The temperature and D.O. profiles in the reservoir were measured 
periodically from April through November. The D.O. profile on March l 
was not available, but when considering the fact that on that day the 
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reservoir was isothermal and the measured outflow D.O. was 8.0 ppm. 
Therefore, the initial D.O. profile on March l would be 8.0 ppm. The 
BOD profile on March 1 or during the time that D.O. profiles were meas-
ured was also not available, therefore BOD values had to be assumed. 
Three initial BOD (BOD;) of 0, 1.0, and 3,0 were assumed for sensitivity 
analysis of the results. 
The value of the first order decay rate constant, k1, also had to 
be assumed. Two different values of 0.05 and 0. 10 day-l were assumed 
for sensitivity analysis of the results. 
The meteorological data, such as air temperatures, air vapor pres-
sures, relative humidities, wind speeds, solar radiations, atmospheric 
radiations and cloudiness, obtained by the Tennessee Valley Authority, 
were available either on hourly means or daily means basis and all hourly 
means data were converted to daily means. The values of the light ex-
tinction coefficient, n, and the ratio of radiation absorbed at the 
water surface to net incoming radiation, s, were obtained from measure-
ments in Fontana Reservoir, which were 0.7 m-l and 0.5, respectively. 
C. Results of the Temperature Model 
Through the use of Equations (4.48), (4.56), and (4.62) in Chapter 
IV, the vertical temperature distributions of water in the reservoir 
were calculated daily from March to December, and the outflow tempera-
tures were also calculated daily from March to December by the weighted 
average of the temperatures and outflow rates of all layers within the 
withdrawal layer thickness. 
Because no field measurements of entrance mixing are available, 
five different values of mixing coefficients m , namely 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, c 
90 
and 2.0, were assumed for sensitivity of the results. The comparison of 
the predicted and measured temperature profiles for various days of the 
year are presented in Figures 15 through 21, and the predicted and meas-
ured outflow temperatures as functions of time are given on Figure 22. 
The sensitivity of the temperature profiles to the various values of 
mixing coefficients are also given in Figures 15 to 21, and that of the 
outflow temperatures are given in Figure 22 and Table II. 
Considering the complex nature of the thermal stratification prob-
lem, the temperature model appeared to give a reasonable prediction of 
the reservoir performance over the yearly cycle of temperature change 
within the reservoir and in the outlet. 
As shown in Figures 15 through 21, entrance mixing affects the pre-
dieted temperature profiles since the early stages of stratification 
through the end of the cooling period. Increasing the value of mixing 
coefficient from 0 to 1.0 has the effect of increasing the predicted 
temperatures of water in the reservoir. During the early stages of 
warming period, the effect of increasing the mixing coefficient from 0 
to loO, as shown in Figures 15 and 16, was found to be insignificant. 
However, after the reservoir was well established in the stratification 
state and during the cooling period, the effect of increasing the values 
of the mixing coefficients was quite si§nificant, as shown in Figures 
17 to 21, In general, the overall pattern of the temperature profiles 
for both me= 0 and 1.0 predicted by the model, agreed well with those 
measured; however, by using m = 1.0, better results were obtained. c 
The predicted outflow temperatures are also increased as the value 
of the mixing coefficient is increased, as shown in Figure 22 for the 
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Figure 15. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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Figure 16. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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Figure 17. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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Figure 18. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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Figure 19. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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Figure 20. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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Figure 21. Measured and Predicted Temperature Profiles, Fontana Reservoir, 
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EFFECTS OF MIXING COEFFICIENTS ON OUTFLO\J TEMPERATURES 
-
No. of day~ 




0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
1 6. 1 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.6 6.6 
11 6.4 6.3 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
21 6. 1 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 
31 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 
41 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 
51 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 
61 7.2 I 71 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 
81 7.2 6.6 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 
91 7.2 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 
101 7.2 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 
111 7.8 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.8 
121 8.3 7. 1 7. 1 7. 1 7. 1 7.2 
131 9.7 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 
141 10.3 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.6 7.7 
151 10.6 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.5 
161 11.6 9.9 l 0.2 10.4 l 0.6 1o.7 
171 13.3 11. 7 12.2 12.5 12.7 12.9 
181 14.4 13.3 13.8 14.2 14.5 14.7 
191 15. 0 14.6 15. 1 15.5 15. 7 16.0 
201 16. 1 15.9 16. 7 17.0 17.3 17.6 
211 17.7 16. l 17.3 18.0 18.5 18.9 
221 18.3 16.4 17.3 17.8 18.2 18.4 
231 18.0 16.2 16.9 17.3 17.5 17.7 
241 15.8 13.0 14.3 15. l 15.6 16.0 
251 15. 0 11. 7 13.0 13.9 14.3 14.6 
261 13.3 11. l 12.8 13.6 14.0 14.3 
271 13.0 11.0 12.2 12.8 13.2 13.4 
281 11.9 10.8 11.2 11.5 11. 7 11.8 
291 l 0.8 9.6 l 0. l 10.5 10.8 11.0 





stages of stratification that the entrance mixing does not have any ef-
fect on the predicted outflow temperatures. For me = 0, the predicted 
outflow temperatures were low, especially during the high temperature 
period and during the cooling period, but form = 2.0, the predicted c 
outflow temperatures were higher than those measured. Again, by using 
m = 1.0, as shown on Figure 22 and in Table II, better results were ob-c 
tained. However, the overall pattern of the predicted outflow tempera-
ture curves were in good agreement with those measured. 
D. Results of the Water Quality Model 
As stated, the value of m = 1.0 gave the better results for both 
c 
the temperature profiles and the outflow temperatures. Therefore, the 
value of m = 1.0 would be used in the water quality model. c 
The D.O. profiles of water. in the reservoir were calculated daily 
from March to December through the use of Equations (4.78), (4.92), and 
(4.98), and the equations for calculating BOD concentrations in the 
reservoir in Chapter IV. The outflow D.O. concentrations were also ob-
tained daily from March to December by the weighted average of the D.O. 
concentrations and the outflow rates of all layers within the withdrawal 
layer thickness. 
The results of the D.O. profiles for various days of the year and 
-1 the outflow D,O. concentrations for k1 = 0.10 day are shown in Figure 
23 through 42, and those for k1 = 0.05 day-l are presented in Appendix A 
and the effect of mixing coefficients on the predicted outflow D.O. con-
centrations are found in Appendix B. 
Although there were some deviations between the predicted and the 
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model agreed well with those measured. 
The comparison of the predicted and measured D.O. profiles for 
various days of the year for the surface boundary condition having D.O. 
at the surface saturated, the initial BOD conditions of 0, 1.0, and 3.0 
ppm and the constant inflow BOD of 8.0 ppm are presented in Figures 23 
to 29, and that of the outflow D.O. concentrations are shown on Figure 
30. Figures 23 to 29 indicate that increasing the value of the initial 
BOD in the reservoir would tend to decrease the predicted D.O. profiles 
over the yearly cycle of temperature change. However, the initial BOD 
conditions had affected the predicted D.O. profiles only during the 
early stages of stratification until about mid-summer, after which the 
effect of initial BOD conditions were insignificant. The same patterns 
were found in the predicted outflow D.O. concentrations that the effect 
of the initial BOD conditions was significant only during the early 
stages of stratification until about the month of August. 
During the summer and during the cooling period there is a tendency 
of more waste discharge into the rivers and a lot of water is lost due 
to evaporation during the summer, instead of assuming the constant inflow 
BOD of 8,0 ppm for the entire year, the inflow BOD would be assumed to 
be varied after the temperature of the outflow began to rise. 
The varied inflow BOD and the figure in which the results can be 
found are as follows: 
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Month Inflow BOD Figure 
April 8.0 23 
May 8.0 24 
July 8.0 25 
August 9.0 
September 10.0 31 
October 10.5 32 
November 10.5 33 
Figures 31 to 33 indicate that increasing the value of inflow BOD 
has the effect of decreasing the predicted D.O. profiles, but the changes 
are very slight and affect only the layers having the same temperature 
as the inflowing waters and the surrounding layers. Increasing the 
values of inflow BOD also decrease the predicted outflow D.O. concentra-
tions, as shown in Figure 34. One interesting point concerned with the 
predicted outflow D.O. concentrations when the inflow BOD was varied is 
that the increased inflow BOD has the effect on the predicted outflow 
D,O, concentrations about two months after the inflow BOD started to in-
crease, as shown in Figure 34. 
For the case of k1 = 0.05 day-l, the effect of decreasing the first 
-1 order decay rate constant k1 from 0.10 to 0.05 day is to decrease the 
rate of D.O. consumption within the reservoir. Hiqher predicted D.0. 
profiles and outflow D.O. concentrations were found toward the end of 
the yearly cycle, as shown in Appendix A. However, the changes are not 
quite as significant. 
As shown in Figures 27 to 29 and Figures 31 to 34, during the cool-
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ing period the predicted D.O. values near the water surface were higher 
than those measured. So, instead of using the surface boundary condi-
tion of having D.O. saturated at the surface layer for the entire year, 
D.O. concentration at the surface layer equaled 0.8 of the saturated 
value was used after the month of August. Better results were obtained, 
as shown in Figures 35 through 37. The same is true for the predicted 
outflow D.O. concentrations as shown in Figure 38. 
For the sensitivity of the results to the various surface boundary 
conditions, the surface layer of having D.O. concentration equaled to 
0.6 of the saturated yalue was used after the month of August. The re-
sults of the predicted D.O. profiles and outflow D.O. concentrations are 
found in Figures 39 through 42, which showed that lowering the surface 
boundary condition for D.O. would result in generally lowering the pre-
dicted D.O. concentrations in both the reservoir and in the outflow. 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
A. The Temperature Model 
Comparison of the measured and predicted temperature profiles for 
various days of the year and the measured and predicted outflow tempera-
tures as functions of time in Chapter V indicated that the entrance mix-
ing had an effect on both the predicted temperature profiles and the 
predicted outflow temperatures. Increasing the values of mixing coeffi-
cient were found to increase the predicted temperatures through the end 
of the cooling period. During the early stages of the warming period, 
the effect of increasing the values of mixing coefficients was found to 
be insignificant. However, after the reservoir was well established in 
the stratification state and during the cooling period, the effect was 
quite significant. This was because the entrained water, as mentioned 
in Chapter III, came from the warm surface water. During the early 
stages of stratification when the temperatures of the inflowing water 
are higher or slightly lower than the reservoir water surface tempera-
tures, the inflowing water will enter the reservoir at or just beneath 
the water surface of the reservoir. Therefore, entrance mixing will af-
fect only the temperatures of the layers near the water surface of the 
reservoir, and the effect is insignificant because the temperatures of 
the inflowing water and the warm surface water are only slightly differ-
ent. However, after the stratification was well established and during 
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the cooling period, the temperatures of the inflowing water are much 
lower than the water surface temperatures. The inflowing water, after 
being entrained by the warm surface water, will sink to its own density 
level as an interflow or underflow; therefore, the effect is significant 
because of the greater difference in the temperatures of the inflowing 
water and the water surface temperatures, and because the effect spreads 
over the entire depth of the reservoir. Increasing the values of mixing 
coefficients would tend to increase the temperatures of the inflowing 
water which, in turn, would tend to increase the predicted temperature 
profiles in the reservoir. 
The same pattern is found in the predicted outflow temperatures--
during the early stages of stratification the entrance mixing does not 
have any effect on the predicted outflow temperatures since the inflows 
enter at or near the water surface of the reservoir and the water is 
withdrawn from a withdrawal layer around the level of the intake. How-
ever, after the stratification is well established and during the cool-
ing period, the entrance mixing begins to have a significant effect on 
the predicted outflow temperatures because the inflows enter the reser-
voir as the interflows or underflows. Increasing the values of mixing 
coefficients would tend to increase the predicted outflow temperatures 
because the temperatures of the inflowing water would tend to be in-
creased by the mixing process at the entrance. 
Since the temperature of the water released from a reservoir for 
downstream uses is likely one of the most meaningful parameters when 
dealing with the design and management of a reservoir for water quality 
control, the value of mixing coefficient used was obtained from the 
sensitivity of the predicted outflow temperatures to the various values 
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assumed for the mixing coefficient. Figure 22 in Chapter V indicated 
that the better predicted temperatures were obtained when the value of 
mixing coefficient m equaled 1.0. Thus, the value of m = 1 ,0 was used c c 
in this study. 
B. The Water Quality Model 
Due to the lack of BOD data concerning the BOD of the incoming 
streams and BOD profiles in the reservoir during the time the D.O. data 
were measured, the values for the initial BOD on March 1, the BOD of the 
inflowing water, and the surface boundary conditions for D.O. had to be 
assumed, The values of 0, 1,0, and 3.0 ppm for the initial BOD condi-
tions in the reservoir on March 1 were assumed for the sensitivity 
analysis of the results. The resulting sensitivity analysis to the 
various assumed initial BOD indicates that increasing the value of ini-
tial BOD in the reservoir decreases the predicted D.O. profiles in the 
reservoir over the yearly cycle of temperature change. However, the ef-
fect of initial BOD conditions is significant only during the early 
stages of stratification until about mid-summer, which is corresponding 
to the time the outflow temperatures start to rise. After this time, 
the initial BOD conditions in the reservoir change the D.O. profiles 
very slightly for only a few layers near the bottom of the reservoir. 
The same trend is found in the predicted outflow D.O. concentrations; the 
effect of the initial BOD conditions in the reservoir on the outflow 
D.O. concentrations is significant only during the early stages of strat-
ification until about the month of August. The reason is that during 
the mid-summer or about the month of August, the temperatures of the 
outflow are beginning to rise, as shown in Figure 22, Chapter V. This 
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means that the cold water originally stored in the reservoir was dis-
charged before the month of August except the water near the bottom of 
the reservoir, and the fact that water released from the reservoir is 
withdrawn from a withdrawal layer near the level of the intake. There-
fore, it is almost impossible for the outflow temperatures to begin to 
rise if the cold water originally stored in the reservoir was not dis-
charged. 
Decreasing the value of the first order decay rate constant, k1, 
from 0. 10 to 0.05 day-l has the effect of increasinq the predicted D.O. 
profiles and outflow D.O. concentrations. However, the changes are not 
quite as significant because of the low BOD both in the reservoir and 
in the inflows, and the slow decay rate in the reservoir. 
The value of inflow BOD was at first assumed to be a constant of 
8.0 ppm for the entire year. The predicted D.O. profiles are in good 
agreement with those measured, except after the mid-summer and during 
the cooling period when the predicted D.O. profiles near the water sur-
face are higher than those measured as shown in Figures 23 to 30 and 
Appendix A. Due to the fact that a large amount of water is consumed by 
evaporation during the summer, and many industries operate only during 
the summer or store their wastes to discharge after the summer, instead 
of assuming a constant inflow BOD of 8.0 ppm for the entire year the 
inflow BOD is assumed to be varied and increased up to 10.5 ppm after 
the outflow temperatures start to rise. This has the effect of improv-
ing the predicted D.O. profiles near the water surface of the reservoir 
after the month of August. However, the changes are not very signifi-
cant because the increased inflow BOD tends to decrease the predicted 
D.O. values only in the layers having the same temperature as the inflow-
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ing water and the surrounding layers, and because of the low decay rate 
in the reservoir. 
Increasing the values of the inflow BOD after the outflow tempera-
tures begin to rise also decreases the predicted outflow D.0. concentra-
tions. However, the increased inflow BOD affects the predicted outflow 
D.O. concentrations about two months after the inflow BOD starts to in-
crease. This indicates that during the month of August it takes about 
two months for the water entering the reservoir to be released from the 
reservoir. 
Figures 23 through 29 indicated that the predicted D.O, profiles 
near the bottom of the reservoir were higher than those measured. After 
reviewing the inflow temperatures and the inflow D.O. data, one possible 
explanation for the high predicted 0.0. profiles near the bottom of the 
reservoir might be that during March 6 to 9 the temperatures of the in-
flowing water were unexpectedly low but the dissolved oxygen levels 
were almost saturated. The inflows temperatures during that time were 
lower than that of the water in the reservoir, and the inflows entered 
the reservoir as underflows. Therefore, high D.O, content water was 
brought to the bottom of the reservoir during that time and no inflow 
temperatures lower than that of March 8 until December 5. Thus, the 
high 0.0. content water was at the bottom of the reservoir at least un-
til after December 5 and caused the high predicted 0.0. profiles near 
the bottom of the reservoir. The effect did not show in the measured 
D.O. profiles because the inflow BOD during that time was higher than the 
assumed constant value of 8.0 ppm or the oxygen demand of organic mater-
ial originally present at the bottom of the reservoir. 
The surface boundary condition for D.O. was at first assumed to be 
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saturated with D.O, for the entire year. The predicted D.O, profiles 
obtained are in good agreement with those measured, except the predicted 
D.O. profiles near the water surface of the reservoir after the month of 
August. This is because of the fact that there is a tendency of more 
waste discharge entering the streams after the summer and the amount of 
oxygen produced by photosynthesis might be lower due to algae death or 
less sunlight after the summer. Therefore, instead of assuming the sur-
face boundary condition for D 0. to be saturated with D.O. for the en-
tire year, the surface boundary conditions for D.O. after the month of 
August were assumed to have 0,0, equal to 0.8 and 0.6 of the saturated 
values for the sensitivity analysis of the results. The resulting sen-
sitivity analysis to the various assumptions of surface boundary condi-
tions for D.O. indicates that decreasing the value of D.O. assumed for 
the surface boundary conditions decreases the predicted D.O. profiles 
and outflow D.O. concentrations. Decreasing the value of D.O. assumed 
for the surface boundary conditions does not only decrease the predicted 
D.O. at the surface layer, but also the deeper layers as well. This is 
due to the convective mixing process and because the D.O. at the surface 
layer is the major source for the diffusion of D.O. to the deeper layer 
in the reservoir, Since lowering the D.O, at the surface layer affects 
the predicted D.O. values at lower layers, it also affects the predicted 
outflow D.O. concentrations, as well. The results obtained as shown on 
Figures 23 through 26 and 35 through 38 indicated that the better pre-
dicted D.O. values are obtained for both the D.O. profiles in the reser-
voir over the yearly cycle of temperature change and the outflow D.O. 
concentrations when the surface boundary condition for D.O. was assumed 
to be saturated with D.O. until the month of August. After that time 
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the surface boundary condition for D.O. having D.O. concentration equal 
to 0.8 of the saturated value was assumed. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of the temperature and water quality models 
for deep, horizontally stratified reservoirs, the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
1. The temperature distribution of water in a stratified reservoir 
is affected by the horizontal advection of inflows and outflows, the 
vertical advection and diffusion of heat, the absorption and transmission 
of solar radiation, and convection due to surface cooling" 
2. The entrance mixing has a significant effect on both the tem-
perature profiles in the reservoir and the outflow temperatures after the 
reservoir was well established in the stratification state and during 
the cooling period. 
3. In stratified reservoirs, the temperature of the inflow affects 
the detention time of water in the reservoir. The water which enters at 
or just beneath the reservoir water surface and the bottom of the reser-
voir will remain in the reservoir for a longer period of time than the 
water which enters the reservoir as the interflow. 
4. The vertical distribution of dissolved oxygen in deep strati-
fied reservoirs is governed by the horizontal advection of inflows and 
outflows, the vertical advection and diffusion of mass, the rate of BOD 
removal, the convective mixing associated with cooling at the surface, 
and the D.O. concentration of the surface layer, 
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5. The dissolved oxygen concentration of the outflow at any time 
is dependent on the withdrawal layer thickness, the temperature profile, 
and the dissolved oxygen profile in the reservoir at that time, 
6. The initial BOD conditions in the reservoir on the day the cal-
culations of D.O. and BOD start, has the significant effect on the D,O, 
profiles in the reservoir and outflow D.O. concentrations only during 
the early stages of stratification until the outflow temperatures begin 
to rise. After this time, the effect of initial BOD is insignificant. 
7. The effect of BOD is insignificant over the range of pollutant 
presented. 
8. A one-dimensional mathematical representation of heat and mass 
transport processes provides a satisfactory means of predicting the 
temperature and dissolved oxygen behavior of deep reservoirs with hori-
zontal isotherms and low densimetric Froude number. 
CHAPTER VI II 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Several suggestions for future study on the development of the 
mathematical models for predicting the temperature and the water quality 
parameter distributions are outlined as follows: 
1. Modify the present mathematical model to a two-dimensional 
model which is capable of predicting the temperatures and dissolved oxy-
gen distributions in reservoirs in which the horizontal variation of 
temperatures and dissolved oxygen concentrations with time are large, as 
in weakly-stratified reservoirs. 
2. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the effect on the 
predicted temperatures and dissolved oxygen concentrations to the 
various velocity distribution profiles of the inflows other than normal 
distribution, such as gamma distribution. 
3. Study the effect of dissolved substance concentrations on the 
level of entrance of the inflow. It is known that in most reservoirs 
the density distribution is entirely a function of the temperature dis-
tribution, However; in some reservoirs the concentration of dissolved 
substance is·high enough to increase the density to such an extent that 
temperature is not the only governing factor. 
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EFFECTS OF MIXING COEFFICIENTS ON OUTFLOW D.O. CONCENTRATIONS 
No. of days 




0 0.5 I. 0 1.5 2.0 
1 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
11 8.3 11. 1 9.7 9.4 9.3 9.2 
21 8.4 10. 3 9.2 9.0 8.9 8.8 
31 8.4 1o.1 9. 1 8.9 8.7 8.6 
41 7.7 10.0 9.4 9. 1 8.9 8.5 
51 6.8 10.0 9.9 9.5 9.3 9. 1 
61 7.0 
71 7.0 10.0 9.4 9.0 8.8 8.6 
81 7. l 10.0 9.5 9.2 8.9 8.7 
91 7.0 10.0 8.3 8.0 7.9 7.9 
101 7.3 9.9 9. 1 8.7 8.4 8.2 
111 9.4 9.8 8.6 8. 1 7.9 7.7 
121 7 .4- 8.6 8.9 8.6 8o4 8.3 
131 7.0 8.5 8.7 8.4 8.2 8. 1 
141 6.6 8.0 8. 1 7.9 7.7 lu7 
151 6. 1 6.7 7. 1 7.0 7.0 7. 1 
161 7.4 4.2 4.8 5. 1 5.3 5.5 
171 5.0 2.0 3.5 4.3 4.8 5.2 
181 4.5 0.9 2.6 3.4 3.8 4. 1 
191 3.9 0.8 1 .8 2.4 2.8 3. 1 
201 3.6 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.5 
211 3.5 2.5 2.3 3.7 3.6 3.7 
221 2.9 1.6 3.2 3.8 4.2 4.4 
231 2. 1 1.6 3.7 4.8 5.4 5.7 
241 3.5 3.2 4.7 5.2 5.4 5.5 
251 5.0 3.3 5.2 5.8 5.9 7.3 
261 5.2 3.8 5.5 7.6 7.5 7.7 
271 5.2 2.2 4.3 5.2 5.6 5.8 
281 6.0 2.0 4.5 5.4 6.8 7.3 
291 5.4 4.0 5.2 6.7 7.3 7.6 
301 6.6 4.3 5.4 6.5 7.2 7.6 
* BOD; = 3 ppm 
BOD;n = varied _1 
kl "' O. l day 
D.O. at surface = 0.8(D.0. 5at) 
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TABLE IV 
EFFECTS OF MIXING COEFFICIENTS ON OUTFLOW D.O. CONCENTRATIONS 
I 
N~. of day1 




0 0.5 l.0 1.5 2.0 
l I 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
11 I 8.3 11. 1 9.7 9.4 9.3 9.2 
21 I 8.4 1o.3 9.2 9.0 8.9 8.8 I 31 l 8.4 10. 1 9. l 8.9 8.7 8.6 
41 I 7.7 10.0 9.4 9. 1 8.9 8.5 
51 j 6.8 10.0 9.9 9.5 9.3 9. 1 I 
I 61 7.0 71 7.0 10.0 9o4 9.0 8.8 8.6 
81 7. 1 1o.0 ! 9.5 9.2 8.9 8.7 91 7.0 10.0 I 8.3 8.0 7.9 7.9 l 01 7.3 9.9 
I 
9. l 8.7 8.4 8.2 
111 I 9o4 9.8 8.6 8. 1 7.9 7.7 
121 I 7.4 8.6 
I 
8.9 8.6 8.4 8.3 I l 131 7.0 8.5 I 8.7 8.4 8.2 8. 1 
141 6.6 7.9 8. 1 7.9 7.7 7.7 
151 6 0 l 6.7 7. 1 7.0 7.0 7. 1 
161 7.4 4.2 4.7 5. 1 5.3 5.5 
171 5.0 2.0 3.5 4.3 4.8 5.2 
181 4.5 0.9 3. 1 4. 1 4.7 5 0 1 
191 3.9 0.8 2. 1 2.8 3.3 3 .-1 
201 3.6 1.4 1.6 2. 1 2.6 3.0 
211 3.5 2.5 3.9 4.4 4.3 4o4 
221 2.9 1.6 3.6 4.5 5.0 5.3 
231 2. l 1.6 4.3 5.6 6o4 6.9 
241 3.5 3.2 5.4 6. 1 6.5 6.6 
251 5.0 3.4 5.9 6.8 7.0 8.9 
261 5.2 3.8 6.8 6.5 6.8 8.5 
271 5.2 2.3 4.9 6. 1 6.7 7.0 
281 6.0 2.3 5.3 6.5 8.3 8.9 
291 5o4 4.4 6.0 8.0 8.8 9.4 
301 6.6 5. 1 6.5 7.8 8.7 9.3 
* BOD; = 3 ppm 
BODin =varied _1 
k1 = 0.10 day 
D.O. at surface = D.O.sat 
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C 'CUAl HY PAOt..'4ETEP MlJOfLS FDA: STR.AT1ftf0 ll'IPOUNDM£NTS 1 
c l11f COMPUTfP PROGPAM FUR C..tiLC.ULlTING THE TEJ'IPERATUU ntsr;;iteUTIONS 
C ~ITHIN ANC !~ lHF DISCHARGE FROM THE RESE'1t'IU1RS,A\.SD COMPUTING Tt1E 
C 00 PROF1lf.S ANO OUTfllhl 00 CONCENTRATIONS FDA. DEEP RESfPVOlltS. 
C THE PRCGRAM CONSISTS Of 1 MAIN PROGRAM,7 SUBROUTINES, l'llO 9 FUNCTIONS. 
C HE MAIN PA:'lGRAM 
C -READS IN ALL THE INPUT UAU,SUCH AS HYOllAULICS DAU,HYOROLDGlC. Oto.TA, 
C. ANO fltETEOl<Ol'JGIC&.l ::>A,U, INlfUl DO AND BOD, ANO INFLOW t>O ANO BOD. 
C -INITIALIZE!'. VARIADL[S, 
C -CALLS THE SUBA:OUT INf:S FOR THE ULWLAT IONS Of INFt.OW AND OUTFLOlil 
C VElOCITH'), VEPTlCAl VELOtlTIEStHEAT INFLOWS ANO DUTFLOWS,CONVECflVE 
c MIXING Of HEAT ANO MASS,AND THE OtSTll.IBUTION Of go ANO eoo. 
C -PEP:FOPMS THE Hf.lT U.ANSPORT C.ALCUUTIONS FOR EACH TIME STEP. 
C -PRINTS OUT THE Of.Sll~EO OUTPUT. 
C ALL UNITS USf..O IN lHf. CALCULATIONS ARE IN METERS,lf,ILOGRAMStOAYSo 
C KILOCALCP.lf.SoDEGREE CENT IGIUDES ANO PPM, UNLESS OTHERWISE Sfl'ECIFlEIJ. 
C. FUNCTtQN SH111NINI 
C CALCULUf; TtiE HEAT INPUT DUE TO NET SOLAll llAOUTION. 
C SU&POUT INC HOWPTINl 
C CALCULATED THt HORll.ONTAl INFL()f ANl OUTFLOW VELDClltES,VERltCAL 
C VELOCtl JES,ANO WITHOPA~AL LAYER THICKNESS. 
C SUBROUTINE EMfll'UNINI 
C CALCULATE THE MIXED lNfLCM DO ANO BOD. 
C SUBRCIJT t NE CNMIXH(NI 
C CALCutATf Tt-11: TElllPE-RAT~ES OF TOP LAYERS DUE TO CONVECTIVE MJ XING 
C BY THE WElGHTEO AVERAGE OF TEMPEUTURES ANO VOLUMES Of THE LAYERS 
C THAT ARE MtXED. 
C SUB•OUTlNf OOFMHHNI 
C CALCULATE THE Ot'.>TRU\UT I~ OF DO AND 600 CONCENTRATJONS IN THE 
C 11.ESERVOJR. 
C SUBROUTINE C"lMIXMINI 
C CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATIONS Of DD 011. 600 Of TOP LAYERS DUE TO 
c CONVECT JVf MIX ING BY THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE Of 00 OR aoo ANO VOLUMf lf 
C THE LAYE!t.S Tt1AT Al>f fl'llXED. 
C FUN.:TION SHLOUTINJ 
C CALCULATE THf HfAT LCSSES DUE TO .. ATER SURFACE UDlATlON,EVAPORATION, 
C AND CONOUCTIOl\I. • 
C SUBll'OUT 1NE TUUT 
C CAl.C.ULATf THE OUTFLOW TEHPEPATUl'.ES. 
C SUBROt.IT IN( 1]TFCONI Nl 
C CALCULATE THE OUTflOW 00 CONCENTRATl~S. 
C fUNCT IONS QQPHN), TT ININl,DOOINltDBODlNI 1DIJtNI ,D1FMAS1 J,NI ,ANO 
C COUTO,, tJ ARE FOP THE C.ALCULATIONS Of INFLOW lt.ATEStfEMPEIUTURES,00 
C .tND BOD CCNCENTRATtONS,TtlE DlffUSIYlfY Of HEAT ANO MASS,AND THE 
C. CUTFLOW RATES Fii.OM READ IN VALUES,RESPfCTlVELY. 
C LIST Of VAR lABLtS 
C A •C.l.LCULATEO HORIZONTAL AREA Of THE RESERV<'tR. 
C AA •HOlltlO"lTAL AREA OF Tl4E lt.ESERVDIR AVAILABLE. 
C AA& •THE LOWEST EL.Et/AT l;JN Of THE 'AVAILABLE HORUOHTA.L AREA OF T!-\E 
C P-fSERV~1P:. 
C IJlt "'CALClJLATEU ATMOSPHERIC UDUTION. 
C AlltAO sVALUES Of THE ATMDSPHUtc UOlA'THlN READ tN. 
C AVSUll; •HClRll.OtlilAL APEA AT THE WATER SURFACE OF THE RESEll'VOIRe 
C ll .. wtDTH OF THE RESEll'VOlP-. 
C &ETA sRATIO Of ll'ADtAflON ABSORBED AT THE WATER St,RfACE TO NET INCOMING 
C RAOIATION. 
C ISOO "'°VALUES OF INFLCM BOD. 
C \JODI s!NITIAL SOD IN THE ltE!i.£flVOIR. 
C Ct .,.CONCENTAAT IONS Of DO OR 800 IN THE llESERVOll'.e 
c CCC •MIXED 1NFl.OWS Of 00 Oil BOD. 
C CONOUC"'HEAT LOSSES OUE TO C.DNOOtllClfll. 
C CONST "'CONSTANT FOil THE tAltUlATION CF WlTHORAWAL LAYER. JHJCKNES~. 
C CWT •UUTFLOlil 00 CUNCfl'&TRAflDNS. 
t OAA •OISTRANCE BETWEEN THE AVAILA&lf HOR IZCNUL ~EAS. 
C OATRAO•TIMF tN.TEPVAL BEHIEEN INPUT VALUES OF ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION. 
C 00 "'OIFFU~IVIlY OF HEAT. 
C DIM; •01t-fUS1VllV Of MASS. 
t DO •VALUES llf INFLOW 00. 
C 001 •INITUL DO JN THE RESEllVOJR. 
C OOSA •SATUPATED VALUE Of DO. 
C CSUllF "TIME INTf:RVAL Bt:JWEEN .INPUT VALUES OF WATER. SURFACE ELEVAtlONS. 
C CT •l1fl'E lNOt:,f'IF.NT. 
C OTBOV •RATE Of CHANGE OF TEMPERAT._.E WITH DEPTH. 
t CTBOD •TIME tNTEPVAL SETWEEN INPUT VALUES OF 800. 
C. OTOO •Tll'lf tNTEllVAL SETWEEN 1NPUT VALUES Of OtfFUSIVlT'f Of HEAT. 
~ g~~~M =~!=~ ~::i:~~t :!:~~= ~=:~: ~:t~~ ~; ~~=FUSIVITV OF MASS. 
C DTFEE •TI fl'E INTEPVAL BETWEEN INPUT VALUES OF SOLAR IUOOT ION. 
C CTQI •TIME INTEPVAL BETWEEN INPUT VALUES OF INFLGIS. 
C DTQO •TIME HHER:VAL SET WEEN INPUT VALUES t»'- OUTFLOWS. 
C OTSIGH•TIME 1-°"'TERVAL BETWEEN INPUT VALUES Of Rf:LATIVE HUHIOITIES. 
C CTTA •flME INTERVAL BETWEEN INPUT VALUES Of AIA TEMPERATURES. 
c CTTI •Tn•r tfllTEQ.VAL BETWEEN INPUT VALUES OF INfLOtitS TEJilPERAfURES. 
C DTWtNOsTfMF INH-li:>/AL HETWEEN INPUT VALUES OF WINO SPEED. 
t llXXL "'DIST>IANCE BETWEE"I Tt'E. AVAIL.AILE LENGTHS tlf THE RESl:RVOIRo 
C DY 11 DISTQ.ANC£ INCfl:El1ENT. 
C. DYSUR •THlCK!\lf:SS Of SURFAC.E ELEMENT. 
C EA •VAPOll PPfSSl.IRE Of Alll.. 
C El •ELEVAT!ON. 
C ELOUT sELfVATION Of THt OUTLET. 
C fPSll sQE:NSITY GFIAOIENT Aq,QUNO THE INTAKE. 
C ES •SATURATED VAPOR Pfl-ESSURE AT WAT9- SUR.FACE TEMPERATUll.E. 
C. ET •Tt""E S!NC.E THE STAAT OF THE CALCULAttON. 
C EVAP "'HEAT LIJSSES DUE TO EVAPOlt&TtDN. 
c FEE "'INCOMING snLAR RADIAT1DN· 
C FLOWOT,.TOTAL otJlfLOW RATE. 
C GRAV •ACCELERATfON DUE ll GllAYlTVo 
C t"AFDEL•HALF Of THF. WITHDRAWAL LAVER THICKNESS. 
C t--UP sSPECIFIC HEAT OF WATEP. 
C ~EATOT•TOTAL OUTFLOW HEAT• 
C. JEUP •NO. nF H EMENT CORlllESPONOING TO THE BOTTOM Of EUPHDTIC ZONE. 
C JM "'NO• OF fl ElltENT OF SU:t.FACE l,AY£R • 
C JMP •tfAXIMll"I POSSIBLE NO. Of ELEMENT OF SURFACE LAVER. 
C JOUT •NO. OF ELEMENT CORRESPOHOING TO THE OUTLET ELfVAT ION. 
C KOMIX •NO. OF L AVBl:S INVOLVED lN MIXING AT THE ENTRANCE. 
C ltMIX •li'IXINl."i AT THf Em'fl-ANCE. 
C. LOUT •NO. Of THE ELEMENT AT THE OUTLET• 
C N •NO. Of TtME ST~ 
C NU •NO. OF HOP tZONTAl AREA AVAILABLE• 
C NATllAD•NO. OF ATMOSPHERIC. RADIATION AVA1lABLE. 
C NBOD •NO. OF INFLOW 800 C.ONCENTRATtONS AVAILABLE. 
C N!JOCON•NO. Of INFLOW 00 CONCENTPAT IONS AVA1LA8LE. 
C hDD •NO. OF INPUTS Of DIFFUSIVITY OF HEAT. 
C M>IM "NO. Cf INPUTS Of OtfFUSIVITY OFMASS. 
C NFH •NO. OF INPUTS SOLAR RADIATION AVAILABLE • 
.( NWT •NO. OF OUTl. ETS • 
C 11101 •HO. OF INFLOW RATES AVAILABLE• 
C NQO •NO. Of OUTFLOW RATES AVAIUBLE. 
C NStGH •NO. OF f:.ELATtVE HJ~tDITIES AVAILABLE. 
C NSURF •NO. Of SURFACE ELEVATION AVAtlAl!lE. 
C NTA ·~O. Of AIR TEl"PERATUl:ES AVAtlABLE. 
C NTI •NO. Of !NA.OW WATER. TEMPEIUfURES AVA1lABLE. 
C NTSflll!•N0 0 OF TIMF STEP BETWEEN PRINT OUT OF- OUTPUT. 
C MUND •NO. Of" WINO SPEEDS AVAIU8L£. 
C NXXl =-NO. '1F LENGTHS OF RESf.RVOtll AVAILABLE. 
C PSI •VALUES OF TH£ CALC.ULATED PELATIVE H~IOITIES. 
C 0 I • INrLOW RHE'>. . 
C 1;:1111 sQQlt.•CAlCUl ATED INFLOW RATES. 
C CO •OUlfLOW IUTES. 
C. 'OJT ,.CAl C.!JLAfl:l: ~UT FLOW RATES .. 
C QQM1X •A.ATf OF AESE~VUIR lllATEfl: NTXED WITH THf lfotFLOWS. 
C RAO ;oOJfFl::RENCE ISEfWEEN MATfA. SURfACE PA01ATION AND ATMOSPHERtC 
C RAD UT 1l1N 
C M'"O •WATER Ot:NS tTY • 
C SAPfA. •AVEA.AGF HQflllONTAL A~E:A OF SURFAC.E ELEMENT. 
C SIGH •RELATlV( HUMIDITIES. 
C SlGMAl• l"IFLUW ST ANDAl'.D DEY UT JON. 
C SlGMACJaOUTfLOW STANOA.AO DEVIATION. 
C SLOPE •SLUPE OF THE AfSERYOtA. 
C. STDDEV•VALUE F1H1M NOllMAL CURVE JA.8lE FOP. 9'51 toNFIOENtE l'tTEllVAL. 
C SUP f •SURFACE ElEVAT IONS. 
C l •ft:MPFPAYUaES IN TttE FIESEA.VOlll, 
C TA •AIP ffNPERATUIUS. 
C ti • 11\IFLOW TEMP ElATUA. ES • 
C TIN •TTIN•CALCULATED JttfLDW 'l'EMPEIU,TURES. 
C TOUTC •OUTFLOW TEMPEllATuaES. 
C 1'P •TfMPERATUP.E Of IUSERVOIA. WATEll MIXED \fJTH (NflOlll WAt£A.. 
C TS aMIXfO INFLOW TEMPERA1UAES. 
C TSTOP •TIME TIJ STOP THE C.U.CULA1 ION. 
C HERO •INtTtAI.. TEMPEflATURE tN THE RESE1'VOIR. 
C UI •INFLOW YELDttf IES. 
t UJMU. •MAXIMl.IM tNFlCIW VELOCITIES. 
c liD •OJTFLQ.I vnacnres. 
C UOMAX •M.Ul"IUM OUTFLOW VEt.ottTIU. 
c UOT •OUTFLOW VELDttTIES OF EACH ELEMENT FOR EACH OUTur. 
C V •VEflTICAL VELOCITIES. 
C WINO •WINO SPEEDS. 
C JU<l •Fl •ST OPOff!; DECAY !UTE CONSTAfn. 
t XKZ ••E .. ERAT10N RATE CONST.Un. 
C XL •ULCULATED lENGTH OP THE RESERVOIR. 
C XMIXC •MIX ING QJEFFIC IENT • 
C XNUE •SULK £XT1NCtlON toEffltlt:Nt. 
C XXL •lUGTH OF THE RE:SERVOIR AVAILAIC.E. 
C XXl.B •LOW(Sf E:LEVATtON Of THE: &VUUILE UNGTH. 
C YROT •ELEOTHIN OF THE BOTTOM Of THE RESERVOIR. 
C YSUft •ELEVATION Of WATEJI SURFACE. 
COMMON Tl t:'IZ,2) ,fLllDZhXL I lOZJ,Al lOZ ht 11366) t1AU661tSIGHfJ661 
COMMON fEE 13661.WINDI 3661,DDI J6•l1Gl f 366' ,QD( 366-,51,NPR 
COMMON UO!"AXl51.utMAXI t •.onr ,OTTA1DTSIGH,DTFEE1DTWIHD.DTDD,OTQI 
COMMON orao. JM, JWT .J tN.YSUR,YOUT tDT .or 
CDfllM(ltf TST1JP1EVPCON,STDDfV.SJGMA1 ,SJGMAD 
COMMl»t EV AP, Iii A01 T AJFt.PS 11 OTBQY, HAFDEL 1EPSIL1GJ 
COJl"CN v 110.i:.11,u r 11021 l ltDTTeY8'H1NN,BETA,CON$T 
C.OMMOll Xi4'lXC 1 l'HD1HCAP ,KMI X1 JMfXBtllDMI X ,QMU 1PATlt.AD1 ATllADCl66 I 
C.OM"ON Af!, \lllNDY, IU 1021.sc 102 liEJC 102! ,£XOl 10211UOl 1021ll 
COMMON OINIOO) 1TINCUO l1GOMIXI lOZJ 1MIXH1ntUX1EUf 1021,DXl lHI ,MM 
COMMON D1MCl661 .c;cuo,102.21.cct120.u6t.C.OUH 20,iHI 
CO .. MCN Nfl.JT ,LOUT IS J, ELOUf CS I 1 TOUT Ct SI 1UOl t J.021 5t 
tOKMON S&PE A.1SUI' fl 166 h EQ, t11f.~1EJ tET 
COMMON DTD01DT1llD1 00136611BOOC lb6l1DYS\Jlil: 1AYSuP 
(.OMMON Xl(l 1Xll.l 1NLfVEIU6 J,JEUP1 II l1MW 
DIMENSION AA.tlOZl1XXlllOZI 
U:AD t51?0l I JM1NTSPR J,I011X1KDM(ll 
PE.MJ. 15,901 I llT l1l\ITA1MS l6H1NffE1NSURf ,NDO,NQI 1N001NbUT,NOIM 
PEAD IS1'll'lll lt.OUTIU,Jat,NOUTI . 
READ f!it '1011 NU1NXXL1'0UN01NATRA.01JMP 
REAO J5190l I NOOC.ON1NllOO 
P.EAD l~1'JO;i' I YSUR,OY10T1fSTllP1TlEtlDtEVPC.ON 
RE&D i 519021 STOOfY1S IGMAf1XNUE18~ A,1'.H01HtA.P1 toNSTtXMUlC 
READ f S, 9021 OfT1, l>TTA1DlSUiH1DTFfE 1DSURF10TDD10TQI ,OTQO 
PEAD (S,'1021 DfOJM 
READ "•'1021 DAA1DXXL,QhllNDeDAUA01AA&1Xxt.8 
PEAD (St 9021 DT0010TBIJD 
PE"D 151'JDZJ lfEEtUol"'l'NFEEJ 
1'(.lD (!i,'10l1 tAlRADI 111 l .. l1NAUADI 
PEAD CS190;?1 IWINOlll1l•lotlfJNOI 
RUD 1§,9021 llilGH111tl•ltNS1GHI 
llHO 15t9021 UAUl.t•ltNAU 
READ 1519021 ClOllt J 1,1•1,NXXLI 
P:EAO, 019021 ISU,Fllltt•l1NSURFI 
llEA.O CS,901' l£UIUTCll1l•1.1NdtJTI 
RfAO C'.i1'l011 IDDffftl•ltNDDI 
llEllO IS,1021 WIK'1"l•l1NOIMI 
AEAO tS,90:!1 lTAllJ.J•\,NtA°I 
•EAD 15,~021 11Uti-.1•lt1U'tl 
l\fAD t519021 IQ1llftf•J1NGll 
00 300 l=lo"IOUl 
JOO A:EAO IS19,02t IQOCN1 U,N•l,NQOI 
AEAD tS.<J02l 001.enot 
Rf.AD· C 5,")Q? 1 Ul 1XIC.Z 
READ tS,<:102) llllllll.t•l1NDDCDNI 
HAD l'5o'J021 '60DCll.I•l1NROOI 
y BOT•ELO\JTI l 1-ov •tl0&1 I l0Uft .... u 
DO) 1=1.JMP 
Et.If I ., V60hOY•FLDATC 1-11 
RA• 1£ll ll-·'ARl/OAA 
l ,. PA 
Al 1 l • AAIL + 11 H~A .. fLOATI l. I l•lUIL+21-.UC LUI I 
U • IElll}-XXLBl/DXXL 
L s RA 
XL t t 1-=XXI IL+ 11+IA:A-FLOATCL11•1 XJIL CL+Zl-KXlt L+l U 
~ Blll•Alll/KUll 
wq11e 1619041 JM1YSUR,RHO 
WAITE 16.CJOSI ILOUTtll,ELOUfllltl•l1NOJ1'1 
lllRJTE C6oCJ061 DY1YltJT,XNUE 
WRITF O .. IOll OT11'ZERO,lf1A 
WRITE l61'I08) ·StGMAl1ttCAP 
WRIT£ 16.9091 TSTDP1STDDEV 
M'Rllf' 1609101 rVPCON,tONST1lc.tUX 
WRITE lb,9211 KDM,IX1XMIXC 




00 B!il 1• 11 JMP 
Tl ltl I • HF.AD 
851 QQMIXl 11.,0.0 
on 852 Jct,JMP 
CCll1J 1 L lcD01 
CCll1J1Zl•OOI 
Ctl2tJ,21•RODI 
















OYSUA•YStJCI- F.L I JM I +DY/ 2.0 
IFIYSUP-ELIJMIJ 8S8,8S81859 
esa AYSUlh•/llJMl-1llV12.0-0VSUPl•UIJMl-AIJM---l I l/DV 
156 
GO TO 860 
ft'jCJ AYS\JR ... A IJ"l hl r.vsu11. .. ov n .. o l•l Al JM•ll-AI JM) I /DY 






1-0• All I/ z.o•s AP EA$ DYSUA./(IY 
JNM•JM-1 
DO 13 1•2tJMM 
13 EO•EO•AC I I 
Ef> EO•DY•TZEl'O•llHO•HC.AP 
If lJM-t.N lSt lS, 16 
15 JP:ioJM 
GO TO l l 
16 JPs60 




GO TO IZtt,12),KMIX 
22 TP .. o.o 
DO 23 J11JMI )(8,JM 
23 TP.,TPHtJ1l I 
TP•TP/FlOAT CKDMIX+l I 
TS- CTTINlllll HP•XM1XCI /l l.O•XMlxtl 
GO TO ZS 
Zit TS•TTIMNl 
Z'S CONTINUE 









JfU Pa JM-It .. 6 / XNUE/OY 
WAITE (61'Hll JEUP 
Tfl J tN-Jf.UP I 19211'91, 193 
l'J) NlEYEtNI•\ 
GO JO 190 
l'fZ M..E'IEINl•2 
190 CONrtNUE 
QlNINl,.QOJNl .. J 
TINHUsTT JNIN I 
JJ .. •JM 
CUMIUN.,CUMQIN•U IN( N l•DT 
OD 132 t•l,Nf'IUT 
332 CUl'ICCt •CU,..ODT•QOOT IN, ll•DT 
01 D•CUMOllll·•CUMOOT 
fFIQtal 14,34,U 
35 SUM•-SAA FAl•ovsui;: l 
Oil )6 M•l,JM 
SU"' •SUM+AI JMI•M-ll•DY 
IFIQJO-SUMI :H.31116 
l6 tOl\IT INUE 
1" SUM•OYSUM.•SAPfAl 
00 ]ts M•l 1JM 
IFU.15510101-SUMI 3 11ft:)q,)'8 
J& SUlil•SUM+AlJMl-Ml•DY 
37 YSUR•El I JMl I+ I H-0.5J•DY+I QIQooSUMl/AI JMl+M-11 
GO TO 'tO 
39 YSUR •fl I Jffl 1-l M.O.') 1•0'1 +(QIO•SUM lfA·t JMl ... M+l I 
40 OYS•YSIJA.-ELCJM11+DYl2.0 
lFIDYS I 'tlo42o42 
'92 M•1Fl.llDY5/0YI 
GO Tn B 
'tl M=IFJXIOYS/OVl-l 
4l J~=JMl +M 




SUQM'ES•SUCl.F IL I t~ll • CSUfl flt +l ,_.SURF IL 11 
IFIYSui;-Eu JMI I '58t!hl,'59 
58 AYSUP.cAC JMl ... IDY/2 .~OYSURl•tAI JMl-A( J .... 11 llDY 
r,o TO •l 
Sil AYSUR• .llJ'41 t I DYSIJll•DY/.l.O l•IAIJMHl-.llJMI llOY 




512 on 513 J"JM1,J"4M 
'513 StJMVeSUMV ... CH•OY 
) l l SUMV•SUMV+SAPEUllYSUR ... SAREAl•OYSUIU 
GD ta 51".i 
'HO JMMl•JMl•l 
00 514 J•JM,JM"'l 
514 SUMV•SUMY+AIJl•OY 









'}0 00 51 l"'l1MP 
J•JM•l-1 









DD 1591 M•ltMM 
1FIJJlll-JXM1 d9018'Ht892 
190 Ct IM. J 1"1.11 .. 2 .o•ctt MtJM1 LI .fCCI M,JXMt 11 •.ll JJCKl/A c JM) 
GO TO B91 
192 CCI M1 Jll:M1 l l•O.'S•tCI M,JXM1U•AIJXMl/UI JXMl•D.5*AI JMU 












OT•Dfl I IDT 
GO TO 505 
503 IDT•l 
157 




DO llllt JsZ,Jlo\M 
Al'J l• l Al JI +At J•l 11 /2.0 
/l.RJ2• I AIJ J+AIJ• 11 •I Z ,0 
Dfl T As U .O-BET A J•SHT INI NI •I EXPl-XHUE• (VSUR-Ell J l•D'f 12. 011 *AP.Jl-
lfXP 1-XNVE• I YSUR-f l I JI +OY/2 .al l•AflJZ I/ Al JI /D't/HCAP/RHO 
IFIVIJol11 ll60.l160,llt.l 
1.160 IFCVtJ+lolll ll10oll70o Ll71 
11 70 Ofl T 8• IV tJ 1 l l•l tJ, l J• IUJ I +Al J• 111/ Z • 0-Vt J+l t l l•Tt J+l o ll •l 1\C JH H 
lAIJ 11/2.011 AIJ I/DY 
GD TO 1162 
ll 7l OEL ra- tv (J, l l•ltJ .11•1 ACJ I •Al J-11112.o-v1 J+l, ll•TI J,11•1 Al J+l I• 
lAI J It/ ZoO )I AC J)/ DY 
GO TO ll62 
1161 lfllllJ+'lolll ll72.1172tll73 
1113 DEL TB• IVtJ, \ l•T IJ-lol l•tAI J )+Al J• ll I/ Z.O-VIJ+ltl .. TIJ, U•I Al J+l l+ 
lAI JI 1/2.01/AIJ J IOY 
GU TO lltiZ 
ll 72 DEL TB• IVIJo 11 Ht J•lt l l*U.1 J IU.(J-11112.0-VI J+l tU*TI J•l 1 l l•C Al J+U 
1 +Al JI )12,0 II Al J l/DY 
1162 DEL TC• IUI I J ol I •TS-UDI Jo 11 •f I Jo l 11 *llJ l*DY /A{J 1 lrrt 
DEL TOsOD ll 1 •I lT I J+ L. l )- H Jo 11 tlDV•ARJl-1TlJ1 U -TlJ-1d111 DV•All.J2 I 
l/AIJ I/DY 
DEL T•C DElf hDfLT 8+DEL TC •DEL TDl•DT 
llllt TlJo2l•TIJ,ll+OELT 
If PJ lJM, 111 llbl, ll0"9 llb4 
ll61o DEL T JM•DT• Ill o 0-BET Al •S Hf ININ l•IAVSUll;-EXP 1-lt ... U E•OYSU~ I• 
U Al JtO +Al J"'- l 1112. 01 /SAREAIDY'St.Jll/Mc.AP/RHO• 
lV I JMo l I •tT I J~-11 11 •TI JM 1 l l 14't Al JN l+AI JM- 11112. 0/SAHA IOYSUR. 
l •UI IJM1 11 • tTS.-T IJM, 111•81 JM II SAii.EA 
1-DOl ll• ll 1 JM, l l-T<JM-l1 111 JIJY•UI JMl*A I J~l ti /2,0/ SAR EA/DY SUll 
1 +I BEU•SHT tNIN 1-SHLDUH Nl l•AYSUJl./RHO/HCAP/DYSUR/SAll.EAI 
GO TO 1165 
l lb3 DEL T JM•DT •l I\ .o-eET Al •SHT IN (N l•UYSUR-EJl.P 1-llNUE~YSUlil ,. 
l IAI JMI +A I JM-11112 .OHSAREA/OYSUR/HtAPIRHO+ 
llJI (JM, 11 •ITS-TI JM, U t•BIJMl ISARU 
1-00111• IT IJM, l J-T I JM• 11 11 llDY•C Al Jl4 l•AI JM- 111 I 2.0/SU.EA/DYSU'l 
1 +I BETA•SHT T NIN 1-SHLOJT I NI I •AYSUR/P:HO/ HCAP /DYSUP:/SA~ El I 
1165 TIJMo21:11JM,ll+DELTJM 
FLUXOT .. SHLOUT IN I 
lFIVl2tlll llf•bol16loll67 
1161 OEl T l*DT• I I l. I)- Bf TA I• SHTI Nl Nl•E llP l•XNUE* 1YSUP-El.t11-DY / l .O 11 • 
l U.12 l ... At 11J11.0lllHJ/l-IC.AP 
2+UI llt 11 •1.\l l l•llY/2,0*tTS-TC lo l 11 
3+0Dl l l•t Tl 2 o l I- fl lt l I l•IA12 )+Al U 112.0/0Y I/All llDY•2.0 
GO TO l l&8 
1166 DEL Tl .. 01* 111.0-BETA I *SHT lNl NI '*EIC.P 1-XNUE•l YSLl!l- ELC 11-ov 12. 011 • 
l IAl2l•At11112 .Olf!HDIHCAP 
2+UI 11.11 •Bl l I •nv12.o•ns-T 11. u 1-Vl z. I l•C Al-21 •1111112.0 
Z•IHZ,ll-Tt 1.111 
'1+001u•cr1 ? • l t- t 11, 111•ut 21 ••1 11112.010' 11A1111ov•2. o 
ll68 TlltZl•Ttl,ll•OELTl 
00 1118 J=\,JM 
1118 TIJ1U•TIJ,,?J 
lf IA8SITIJM,2 "-100.01 60057151 
'i1 TSTOP•ET 
GO TO 80 
00 tf ITIJa.toZl•V.Ol-TIJflll-1•211 bltll•.ll'f 
63 CONTINUE 
C4ll CNHIX•HN} 
CALL CNMIXM 00 




OU 18 l•l.~OUT 
tit• I 
C.All TOUTPlfAHlT1FUiWOT I 
Tf1UlCI I l"-HlAT OT /FUJW->T 
18 CONTlNUC 
f_ l•AI l l•OY/ 2.0•Tl lt l I 
Jf4M•Jl4-l 
00 111 J-:t2,JMM 
lll El,.EHAIJl•OY•TIJ,LI 
El"' El +SAA5 A*IJYSIJP•Tl JM, 11 
fl •El• PHC•HCAP 
f2•F2+SHTl~tN)•AYSIM•OT•Q1NINl•DT•TININl•RHO•HCAP 
El• E l+FLUXO T •AYSU!l •DT 
00 ll2 l•loNOUT 
112 f3•E l+QOUTt N, l l•Ot•TOUTCC I l•PHO*HCAP 
ENA AT'* I El-FO 11 t E2- E1 I 
TfNSIAT"' IFl +f3 I/ t fZHO I 
tFIN-NPRl ioo,100,ao 
80 NPR s NPR+NT<;PR I 
WRITE l61'H2J fl1SURMEStT1NlNI 
WPITE ttioqlJ) NtYSUR,TAJP 
WRITE 16o'H'tl JMoELIJINloPSl 
fN=SHTININI 
~ITE 16 0 'H51 JINoEVAP1FN 
WRITE 10,qzst DM1XoAR1WINDY 
WRITE l6o9lbl fLUXUToRAO,QlNCNl 
f •2 .O•t'!AfOEl 
WRtTE 1609181 fPSlL1ftS1GMAO 
00 88 l•lo'iOUT 
F-N- C:OUT IN, t I 
88 liilll\lfE: 161911) ELOIJllll1FNtTOJTCUI 
WRITE (6,<)261 ENRATtEl1E2,El 
GO TO 18911'16), KMlll 
86 WRITE 16 1 9241 TP,TS,TENll:AT 
69 WlllTE 16o<J?OI 
00 90 , .. 1.10 
90 WRITE 16,9211 tJoELIJl,TIJ1lloJ•l1JP,lOI 
IFIJflf-601 1001100191 
91 WRlTf 1609201 
tFIJ1t-101 112,93,93 
92 Ll•JM 
GO TC 94 
93 ll•70 
'14 DO 95 l"'6loll 
95 WRtTE 161'121) IJ1ELIJJ,TIJ1ll1J•ltJMtlOI 
100 IFINTSPll.J-!1.j0011 lT09.l1l0.l 109 
1710 WRITE 10.nn fT 
WRl fE lb ,9?8 I 
DO 1000 i""·lolO 
3000 WRtTE l61<JZll IJ1El1Jl,CC.'ll1J12lt J•l1JP1lOI 
JflJ .... 601 l2212Z21223 
2Zl tfl J~601 3001, 30021 300Z 
3001 Ll•JM 
GO TO 3005 
1002 LL• 70 
1005 WRITE l&,nfll 
DO JOOO J .. &loLL 
3006 W~tTE ltr.,9211 lJ,fLlJl1C.Cl11J12h J•l1JM1lOI 
lZ2 WRlfE 16.9291 count.NI 
NDOlsQ 
ll09 If IET-T5TnPI 20.ltl 
1 CONTJNUf 
901 FOP:"tAl 110151 
902 FORMAT t>1f1').~ I 
158 
9Cl t-011'.MAT tlfl2.21 
904 FO•H4AT I' ~UMflifR !lf SUA.FAC~ ELEMl-t.iTs•,13,13x, 1 SIJllifAtf ELEVATION'"'• 
l F1 .2. lRX. I 'lEtiS trV• •• E 12 .SI 
'iC5 FORMU I' .1UTLf.T l.fVEL••,13, Zblt 1 0lHLfT (LEVATION••,Fl.ZI 
906 FORMAT I' t)y;ol ,Ft1.Z•JlX1•!11JfTOM ElEVATl0'4• 1 ,Fa.2. l8X1 'XNUf:zt 1Fb.]} 
907 fORfllAT I' lll••1F6.ZolJX,• 1NITIAL TEMPEIU.TUAE•' 1Fb.2,11x,•1ETA••, 
Lflj,21 
CJOd FO•UU.Jt lt]X, t JNflDW STD. OE.V .. • 1 1Ftt.2 .zox,• HEAT CAPACITY•' tfR .51 
909 FORMAT I' SHIP AT TllllE• 1 ,fJ,21ZZX1 1 UUlfLL1W SPlt.EAD CONST,••,FS,21 
910 FOllf'AT l' EYAPOJ:I AT ION CONSTANT• 1 1El t. lt1 lOX, 1COt1$T JN EQN FOR OUTfl 
lOW Wll>TH• 1 1 FL0.'512Xt 1 kMIJl•',12) 
911 FORMAT It JEUP •' • .. H 
912 fOR"tAT C• f.LAPSEO TIME• 1 1 Fl.Z1ZZX1 1 ACJUAL SUlfAtf: ELEVAflON••, 
lf7 .z 1llXt 1 I NFL OW t EMP ERAJUR E• 1 t f612 l 
913 FORMAT t• NO. Of TIME STEPS••,11t,20x. 1 SUPFACE ELEVATION uno-•, 
lf9.Z1llX. 'AIA TE"IPfAATUIE..,11f61ZI 
9l't FURl'IAT C' NO. Of SUllFAC.E ELEMENT• 111l1l6K1 1 ELEVATION OF INFLOW•'• 
lf7 .2, 1'X1 1 11: ELA TtVE HUMIDITY•' 1FS.ZI 
915 FORMAT c• lEVEL OF tNflGrl• 1 1U12JX1•EYAPORA1ION FLUK• 1 1E1Z.S114X, 
l'INSOLATtO~ FLUXo:•,ru.51 
916 FUR.MAT 11 Hf.AT LlJSS FLUX• 1 1EtZ.5,15X1 11'.ADU.TtON FLUX••,Eu.s, 
ll6X1 1 1NFLOW RATE• 1 1fll.ll 
917 FOllMAT 1 1 OUTLET E.LEVAT10N• 1 1Fl0.'5.l4K1' OUTFLOW RATE• 1 ,Fl0.\.l9X, 
1 1 OUTFLOW TEMPEll:A.1URE•'1F6.2•'C.'t 
918 fOJlfllJT I' FPStLDN• 1 1Elle412)X1'lii11THD'tAWAl THtC.KNE5S•'1F7.2115X1 
11 0UTFLDW STD. DfYe• 1 1F6.2J 
920 FOAMAT t/71' J REV TEMPICI 1 U 
921 FOR.MAT t7CJ31F6.l1F6.Z1JJ1.ll 
921 FORMAT P NO. Of ELEMENTS IN MIXED LAYER• 1 1U18Jl1 1MIXING COEFFICIE 
INT•' 1F5.ZI 
924 FORMAT t• TEMP Of MIXING LA'fER•'1f6.Z1lSX1 1 MlkEO lNFLON TEMP•'• 
1F6.Zol9X, 1 TCTAL ENERGY RATIC)• 1 1F9.U 
925 FORMAT I' '41XING OEPTH•'·"·2124"Jt1 1 ATM0SPHERlC RAOIATlott••,eu.s. 
l 9)(, 'WIND SPEE0• 1 1F5121 
926 f"ORMATt' E111€-RGY ll,'-fl0• 1 1Ff.'J1 5X. 1 ENEF.GY STMED•1 tElZ.5o 5X, 1 ENERG 
l'f I NFLl.lt• 1 • ElZ. 5, lX1 'EN~RGY OUTFt.OW-' rEU.51 
927 FORMATt• ELAPSED TlHE • 1 .Fl0.5t 
CJ2b FORMAT 1171' J E'\.EV DQlPPMI 1 11 




C.OMl40N Tt 102,u 1ElllOZ» .xu lOU ,i\UOZI .n' 36611TAn•• •·SIGHCU& I 
COMMCf.il FEE tlt16t.WINOC Mo6J,DD• l6611UC 3061 ,QOl '3661" 1NPR 
COMMOfoil UOMU IS I oU t/llUC 11. OTTl10TI At DTSIGH,OTFE EtDTWINO ,DTDDtDT:ll 
COMMUN OTOOeJM, JOUT1JIN1YSUll:,YDUT ,OT1D'Y 
CQt'MCN TSTOPoEVPCON1STODEY1SIGflH1S IGMAD 
COMMON EVN', A. AO, r A IA 1PS 11 OTBD'f1HAFDEL1EPSll 1GJ 
COMMCW VI 1Cl1 l h~JH 1021 UoDTT1Y&OT1NN18EU.eCONSI 
C.OMMON XMJ XC1Ptm, HCAP1ltMIX1 JMIX81 KDMI X ,QMlK 1DAT1lAD1 Ar RAD( )661 
C~MMClrl AR,WINOV,BI l0211Sf lOZ 11EXH0211EXOI lOU 1UOllDZ1l I 
CCiMMON QIN 1~01. T INI 00 l1QQMIXI lOZltMl XH1DMIX1EXll \021 .oxu021.MM 
coM .. ON 01" 1 :t&611 cc120,102.21,cccuo,1'61,coutt 20. 3661 
C.OMMON NUUT oLOUT 151, ELD UT l'i I 1 TOUT Cl 51 .UOT t 102 t ,, 
COMMIJ<t SARE .... SUR.Ft 366hE0,£11E21E311ET 
COMMON DTOO,DT&on, ont 1661,8001 J66 l1DYSUR1AYSUlt 







SllBJliOUTINf FLOWflfl NI 
i~:::i ~::.~~;!: =~~~~?~.~~~~~:!;~~:~~ ;;!:! ~~r ;;.!!~:!::~SI GHI 366. I 
C.OMMON Ul1111 AX IS J t ll IHAllt l l1DTT l10TTA1 DT SIGH ,nTFF.E.,DTWIND10T001 DTQI 
COfllfltON DTQ11o JM, .JOJT 1 J IN1YSUR1YDUT1DT, Of 
C.OMMON TSTJP,fYPCO"'ltSTDDt:Yo SIGM•l .stGllAD 
COMM CH fVAP, II AD, TA I'• PS J, OT80Yt HAFDEL 1EPSIL ,GJ 
C:Oli'fl!CN V tlOZ, l I .111 llOZ, l I 10TT • 'fBOT 1NN0 8£TA1CONSf 
C.OMl'Ci(fll XHl XC, A•io, Mt.AP eKMI ll. 1 JMIX81 KDMI It QMJ X, DATRADt AHUDIJ66 I 
c OMMCJrfi AR ,w1 NOV, I\. l'll 11 SI 1021 ~E XtlOZI 1EXOl lOZI .uot 102t11 
C.flMMON QIN l'tbOl o1 TNlUO •• QQMIXt 10211MIXH1DMU,UI 11021 .axt lOZI ,JllM 
COl'f'IOlll DIM f :\66 1. C.CC20 .102, 21.cccuo. 1661.COUTt zo. 3661 
C.Oli'"'CN NWr 1UIUT (o; It E.LOUT t5 lo TOUT C.t5 I 1UOTI 102. '9 
COMM~ SARf AoSll? Fl )66lef-Oofl1EZ 1E'J1ET 
COMMON 01 brl, OT f\00, 001 36611 80013661 t DYSUA t AY SLll<l 
COfilM(N XKl ,Xt<2, NlEVf '1661 o J EUP1 II 11 NW 
Dll l l•ltJM 
s 111•1 nV •tLOAT 11-u l••z 
AAG I •SI t I/ l .O/ S If.MAI/ S lGMA I 
JFI AP.Gl-ZO. Ol't, 't1 5 
4 txHJ•Eit.Pl-AAGTI 
ro 10 1 
S EXt I l•OeO 
l CONT INUf 
00 2 J:ol ,J .. 
I I• lA8SI J-J INl•l 
2 EXllJl,.Ellllll 
VOL IN•fll t 111•81 L l•DY/ ZeO+FKllJMl*81JMUD'fSUR 
J"M•JM-1 
DO 3 Ji=21JMM 
l VOLJN•VOLIN+EXllJl•!IJl•DY 
UIMAXll 1 .. QINOH/VOltN 
GO TO 18,71,KMIX 
1 UJMAXI 11-'UlHAXl 11•1 l.O+XHIXCI 
11 OD 6 J•l.JM 
6 UICJ1lt•UIMAXCll•Eit.llJI 
DU 10 l T,.J ,NOUT 
JCJ.IT•L~T IL TI 
llT80Y ,. IT I JllJT •l ol l-TtJOUT-l, 111/2.,.0/0Y 
IFIDTBOY-n.0101 n.11.u 
11 JOUTl•JOIJT+2 
DO lZ J•JDUT\, JMM 
lf IC TC J+l, I I-Tl Jo I J llOY-.051 12 ,1), U 
12 CONTINUE 
s lGMAO•lOO.o•ov 
GU TO 19 
ll ~FDEL•FLOATIJ-JOUU•Df' 
SI GNAO•HAFDEL/S TDOEV 
lCJ JOUT2•JOUT-2 
OD 21 Jsl,JOOTZ 
JorJOUT.Z•Z-1 
IF I tTCJ.11-T I J-1. 11 >IDl'-0,.0Sa 211 211 22 
21 CONTINUE 
GD TO lit 
22 t-4AFDl•Fl0ATIJOUT-J l•DY 
S 1 GMl •HAf"Dl/S T OOEV 
IFC S tGMl.L T • S tGMAO I S lGMAO•SIGMl 
GO TO lit 
15 EPS IL .. 2.o•c TIJruT .11-4.01/ I l5lOOO.o-1TtJOUT1 U-4,0l ••2,.DlBDY 
QPUW•OOlJTIN1l Tl/BtJOUTI 
t-IAFD'EL • tDNSUSORTtQPUW a/EPSIL•40.25 
SICMAO • HAFDEl/STODEV 
IFI SIGMA1JI ZO, 200 lit 
20 StGMADa:l .::t 
l't co-.TtNUE 
no 100 Jsl,JM 
SI t l•loY*fl OAT I t-l 1 IU2 
ARGOc.S 111/ l,.C/S tGMAO/ SlGMAO 
IFIAAG0-2:-t .O I 104, 105, IO':t 
159 
1C4 llXltl•fXPl-ARGQI 
CO TO lOC 
lDS m<l1 l•C.? 
100 CONt INUE 
00 110 J"'loJM 
I0• 1 ABS lJ-JOUT l t l 
UC EllOIJl•OXltOI 
"OlOUT•f xn Ill •81 11•0V12 .o+t. XOI JMI •atJ•O •nYSUJI: 
JMM•Jl4-l 
DC 120 J•2 1 JMM 
120 VOLOUT.,.VOlOUT•HOI JI •Bt Jl•DY 
UOMAK CL l l•CMUl (Nol T llVULOUT 
DD llO J;;ol 1 JM 
130 l.OHJolTJ•UOMAlltLU•EXOIJI 
10 CONTINUE 
D~ let J•loJM 
GO TO 131t3.?hKMIX 
32 tFtJ-JMfl<BI 111 'H1 J3 
13 QOMIXIJlsQtNIPH•XMIXC/lr.DMlX+LI 
UOI Jt l l•QOMIXIJ I IBIJ I /DY 
IFIJ.f:Q,JMI UOIJM1 ll"'UOlJ1 L l*DY/DYSl.R 
GD TO 36 
31 UOCJ,\ l•~.o 
DO 35 LT..._l,NOUT 
35 UOCJoU•UOIJolhUOTIJ1LH 
16 CONTINUE 
VI Lill aQ,O 
VI 2. U•tul t lt u-uOl lt u t•BI U.-OYJUI ll•AC 211 
JNX•JM+l 
DO 500 J"'hJMX . 
vu. u .. cv lJ-11 ll•UtJ-ZI •At J-U 112.0+1 OH J-1. U-UOlJ-11 u' •BIJ-1) 





COMMON TI l.12 .21 , fl tlOZ ltXL tlOZ h &1102hT1l )66 t. Ut 1661 tSIGHt J66 I 
COMMON FH 13661 ,W1NOC 3661,DDtl661 ,QU3661 tGDUb6o1~l tNPlt 
COMMON UOMAX 1'511UH4AXI l t.0'111D·lfA1DTSIGH,DTFEE1DTWlN01DTOO,OTQI 
COMMON DT~D,JM,JDUT ,J IN1YSUR1YDUT1DT1DY 
COMMOtf TSTQP, EVPCDlll. STDDfV1SIGMAl 1SIGt1AO 
COMMON EVAP ,R A01 TA Ul:t PS J, Dl IDY 1 HAFOE:l t fPS lLtGJ 
COMM~ 'V noz, 11oUI11021 l I tDTT, YMT1NN1BETA1CONST 
COMMClll XMIKC 1 RH01HCAP 1KMU,JMIXB1KDMI XtGMIX1DATllA01AfRADt l .. I 
c Dl'IMCN AR1Wl l\IDY. 81101 1, 51102 It EXll02 It EXOl 1021.uot1021 l I 
COMMON QINt4601tTINI4b01.QQMUC UZI 1MIXHtDMIJ.1Ext11021.oxc 102 ltMM 
COMMCJ't DIMC 1661,CC.t .!011021 Z ltCCC.1201 36611COUTI 201 JHI 
COMflCiN NOOT .LOOT 151 t EUlUf cs lo lDUTCU 1,ucnc 102, 51 
COMMOI SAPFA,SURfl 36611ED1El1El1E'S.ET 
COMMCiN !'!TOO, DTMD1 llH 366111001166 l1DYSU\1AYSl.Jl 
C()f'llMClll KK 11 XK2 ,NL EV El 1&611 J£UP1 1111 NW 
XQsQINtl\ll•C l .O+X~I X(. I 




YQ• OQM(X I JM J•CCI l t JHt 11 
YQQ•QQMIX I JMJ•cc12. JM, 11 
DO 17000 J•JMIXlhJMM 
YQ=-YO•QQMtxlJt•CCI 11J1l I 
17000 YQQaYOQ•CCl21J,ll•QOMlltJI 
CCClloNl=YQ/XQ 
CCCI z, h 1 =YQO/XQ 
CCC l l,N l=CCCl 1,,. Jf'QQINI N l•DD!ll 'I l/XQ 
CCC lZ1 Nl,.Cr::C 12 .NI •00 tNI NI •D&ODI '11/XQ 
l80C1 PETUPN 
END 
SUBACJUT INt- CNMIXHINJ 
COMMON ll lll21 21,fll10211Xl.l 10211At 10211ll ll66l 1TAll&6 l1SlGHl36& I 
COMMCl'4 Ft.ft lftb 1.llf 11\101 166 hDDl 36.6),011 36611001 1661 51 oNPR 
COMMON lJ'.)M l\X I;) .u IMAX Cl loDTTl .ort ... DlSJGH, DTFE£1DTWIND1l>TDD1 on11 
COMMON OTQ'J. JM, JOlJT' JIN 1YSUR 1YOUT ,or ,ov 
C CMMu-4 T~ 1 'IP, fV PL.ON, S fODE V 1 SlGt\Al tS Jr.MAO 
C.OMMON CV4.P •" .a.n, U, lft, PS lo OT8DY1HAFOEl ,EPSIL,GJ 
COMMON v 11"'1.?, l) .1111102. u.on' YBDT1NN11EU.1CONST 
CU .. MON XMI ((, PHtJ, I-ICAP ,ltMlX, JMIX81 IC.OMl X1QMIX1 DATRAD1AJ RADt 1661 
COMM~ AP, WlNllY,el 1021,sc 1021 if Xt 1021.exoc1021 1UDI lOZtl I 
COMMON QI~ lttbnJ, 1 IJtU 460 It O~MllC 10211MI XHrDMIX t EJCI I 1021, OXI 1021 t MM 
ca .. ..-cN O! Mt ]bt. 1. cc 120, 102' 2 .. tct1ZD0 l66 I 1GOUTI l01 3&6) 
COMMON !\IOU T ,u1HT I SI .El.DUH 5 l t TOUTCIS I ,UOT(lll2 1 SI 
C.OMMDll SAP.f;\oSURH 3bbl1EO,E1,E21EltE1 
COMMON OTOO,Ol61H>o 0013&61.80011&6 l1DYSlW, AYSUll. 








b CONJ lNlJ~ 
I Fl J-2 I A.~ ,9 
8 112. l l"'I TI l ol l•A'2 l+T 11.11•Al1112.0)1 (A( 2t+A( l 112,01 
lllo 11"112.ll 
GO TO 7 
9 00 10 K"'l .JJ 
KJ"'J+l-K 
KJJ•IC.J-1 
1 FI JM-KJ I lo 2 oJ 
2 A1tEA• 1 AY<;Ull; •t AIJM I +Al JM-11112 .OllZ. O•DYSUR./OY 
GO TO It 
3 ARE.hAlKJ I 
4 AVl .. AVl•TIKJ,ll•AREA 
AV2• /!Y'Z t.&.11 fA 
1 AV•&Vl/ AV2 
IFUAV-Tll'JJ.111 10,20,zo 
10 CONTINUE 
20 IFIJ,.EQ.JMI MIXH=K 
OM IX• IMI XH· l 1 •0Y•DY /2,.0 







SU8ROU11 NE OOFMININI 
GDMMOft T 111'.>2, ZI oElll02 I 1XLI l021tAI 102It11 U&61 ,,TAl3MI tSlGHllH I 
C:ONMat Ft!2'3&6 l1W INOl 366 ),DIJI 3661,Qlt 1&6l ,QDI J66t 51 iNPll 
COf4MCN Uilf4AXl!i1 .uJMAXU ,, on 11 011 At DTSIGH1DTFH1DnUNOtDTD01 DlQl 
GDMMDN DTOO,JM, JnUT ,JtN1YSURt YOUJ tDT rDY 
C0f4MON TS TOP, EVPC.ON1STODEll1$1GMA11 SIG MAD 
CD,,MllN FVAP, A All, TA 1111PS l1DJBDY1 HAFOEl, EPS IL, GJ 
C.OMMON v f 102 tl I. UI 1102. 11 .on tYBOT .JtN,BETA, CONST 
C04KON XMI xc,o.tto, HCA.P tKM1Xt JMI X81 KDMI. X,QMIX ,0ATRAD1AT RADI 366 I 
GONION AP.WlNDYtBl lOZh SC 1D211E:Xt lDZI • EIOC 1021,UOl 102111 
GOMMDN QlNllt601, T tNlltflOltGGMJXI 102t1MJXH1DM1x,·u.1t10;.!I .axe 102) ,MM 
CDHMCN 01111(366) .c.c120.1oz,2 l1CCCl201366 l.COU11ao.1661 
(.QflllMCl\I fflJIJT 1LOUTI SI. ELOUH !i). TOUfCI 51 ,uart 102 '51 
G0f41400. SAJ. EA, SUA Fl 36b lo C01 E lt E2rE31 ET 
(OMMON DTOO ,m BOD,00l36fll, 8001366 It OVSUA oAYSUR 




00 5J M=lo14M 




GO TO 7211 
1211 IFlM-11 736 1 116 1 737 
llCJ CONS Tl •XKl 
CDN!iT2•XK2 
GO TO 715 
737 CDNS Tl •XKl 
COftS T2• O. 0 
l3S CDNftNue 
7213 CONTINUE 
ARI l•IAI U +Al l+U l/210 
ARIZ•IAI tl+At I-111/2,0 
IFCV1l1lll 6•6tl 
6 IF.IVU+loll I 20120121 
20 CCCMt t.21• ccc1111, 1.11•AI U4GY+I VI It iJtitClM1l .. U •HI 2•¥U•11ll•CCC Mt 
i 1+1, 1 tuPt l+tut t 1.11•cc.t1M,ro-uot h U41CCCM, 1, l U•&l U•DYl•Dtt/At I l 
2/0't 
J•CONSl l•Ctl 21 11 11 •DT 
LHDIM1l l•ltCCIM1 Hl1 U•·CCIM, It U l/DY•Alll 1-1CCIM•l1 U•l;!CIM1l•l1lt I/ 
IOYUU2 l•DT I/Al 11/DY 
GO TQ 5 
Zl C.CIM1l12.l•ICCtM1 l1 110.t I l•OV+IYll 1ll*CC.IM1I111•.Utz-vc tH, l l•CC '"· 
111 l J•Aftl HI Ulf l1 l l~Ctl M,1111-uoc ,, U•CCIM11,111 .. 111•H'J•on1•t 11/ 
lDY 
3•CONST 111 CCC 2, It l l*D l 
l+I DIMC 1.1• I I CClM1 I •l1 l l•tCIM1 Io l ! l/3Y•AJll l-ICCI M,1, U•tCIM, 1-1,l l 11 
lO'tOt'.JZl•DT I/Al 11/l)Y 
C'.O TO 5 
1 tflV11+1.1•1 2z,z2.z1 
23 c.c IM1 lo2 ls I CCIMo I. l l•AI I l*DY+IVll 1 ll•CCIM1J- l1 U•au2-v1 .... u•ttt 
lM, 111 l•ARlt •IU1 I l1lUC.CtfM1fU-UO(l1 ll•CClM1 It l U•81 t't•OYl•OI' I/Al II 
2/DY 
3-CONSI' t•CC.12 1 Ir l l•DT 
hlDlMI l l•t ICC(M, t+L, 11-cco11, l1 ll l/DYUA l l-ICC(M, J 1l l·C:.1 M,l-1,11 l/ 
lDY•AR 12 l •Of I/ At I l/ DY 
GD TO S 
l2 CCI M, J.2 I• IC.Cl Mo I• l IUI U•OY+IVl I 1ll*CCIM11-l t ll•ARI Z•Vl l+l 1U•CCI 
2M1 I +lo l l•AllT 1+ IU1I11ll•CC.CIM,Nl-UOI11 l l•CCIM1 11 U l•IC t l•OYl*OTI /AC 
21 l/OY 
3-CONSH•CCI 21 It ll•Df 
hCDIMC l I• C ICC Ot, 1•11 l l•CLIM1 l1lttlOY•Mt1 l•ICCI Mt 11ll-t:.U•11-1, 111 / 
lOY+4R I 2l•OT I /Af 11 /DY 
5 IFCCC.IM11.Zl-O.tf-lOI 50150,'51 
'50 CC041!121•0.IJ 
51 CONTINUE 
00 100 1•3b 1JM .... 
IFI l-Jeui:-1 ll0.1101120 
120 CONSTl•O.O 
CDNSTZ•O.O 
GO TO l)D 
110 IFIM-11 l't01l'tO,UO 
l'tO C.ONSTI. •XKl 
C.ONSU• .1Ck2 
GO TO lbi> 
1'50 CONSll .X"l 
Cll'iSTZ.,C.O 
1 &0 tONJ INUE 
llO CONTINUE 
All:IJ..cUI I I •Al I tll l/2,0 
AR t2• IAI I l+At I- U l/Z,0 
1i:1vt1.111 2001zoo,210 
200 IFIVft+l,1.11 300o100t:Sl0 
)OQ CC. IM, 112 I• I Cc.tMo Io l l•Al I ltOY+I YI I 1ll•t" N,J, ll •ARl2•''1I•l11 l•C.tl Mt 
l l+l o l l•ARI l+tul I It l l•tCCI M,Nl-UOl 11U•tCIM1l1 l I t•81 I l•O'O•rJTI IU t I 
2/DY 
3-CONST l •Cr.12, t 1 l l•OT 
l•llJIMI ll*I I c.;l.IM1 I+ l. ll-tC.fM, I 1lJl/OY•M11-tC.tl "lt I 1 ll•tct M, l-111111 
1DY•AR121•m 11a1111nv 
GO JC 501) 
110 tC IM1I1?1= ICC.11141I1 ll0.11l•DY•tVU,11•tCCfril1l 1ll•A .. 12-vc l•t .11•ct1-.., 
11.11•AP:1l •I lJI (,, l l*CCCI M,N1-uo11. U•CCCM.1. u I •111l•DYl•DTl/AI11/ 
ZDY 
3-CO!tST l•U:I 21I1 U•DT 
l •I DIMI l l•l IC.:C.C~ 1 hl1 l)·(~I Mo lo l)l /D'OAIH l-1 CCI M1l o ll ·t;t M,l-l 11 t1 I 
lUY• AIH 2 l•Df I/ a. It 'IOY 
Gn TO o;Oo 
210 IFIVlltt.Lll 4001400,410 
410 CC IM1 t oZ ls I er IM, It l l•a.t l l•DY•IVI l 1 l l•ttcM, I• l1 U•ARl2•Vl l•l o l l•CC< 
tM, 11lIU.A11HUI111 l l•CCCI MoNl-UOI I 1 U•CC.t M, le l I ••ll lUDY l•Dl I/Al 11 
2/0Y 
3-CDNS Tl*C.Cl lo l o l I •DT 
l •CDIMI 11•1 I CCI"· 1 •l, ll·CtlM111ll1/0Y•M11-tttl Mt I 1 l t·Ctl Mt 1-1,111 / 
lDY•ARl2l•Dl I/Al U/DY 
GO TO 'WO 
400 CCI .... ,, z , .. tee I Mo T1 l l•Al u •DY•{ VI 11 l l•tCI M1l-lt ll•ARt 2·YI l+l tl l•Ctt 
ZMo l•l, 1 l"'All'1 l• Hll I lt 1 l•CCCI M,Nl-UDI t, U•CC<Mt I, U l•Bl I l*DYl*Oll /Al 
211/0Y 
3-C.ONST l•CC( 2 1 t, l l•DT 
l •IDl Mil I• ((CC( .... I •l. u-cc IM. 11111/0Y•AR 11-ttc ""· t' 11-c: u, 1-1, 111 / 
lOY*AR.121•011/AI lllDY 
500 tFICCIM, 1,l.1-0.lE-JOI 600,6001100 
600 CCIMol12'=D,O 
ICO CONTINUF 
J .. JM 
OOSA•t,,.4176-IJ. ~')l'!l•t IJ t l l•0.004J•t Tl J • 11••2 I 
C:OlllSfl•O.D 
JF IM•ll <J':io9519b 
CJS CONSTZ•Xl(2 
GO TO CJ1 
96 CllNS U•O. 0 
97 C.ONTINUE 
lFtVIJMolH 9,Jn,tO 
9 Cct M1JP 1 l Js ICC IM,JM, l )•SAilEA*OYSUIHIVI JM0 l t•ICCIM1JN-l1 ll-CCIM1JM 1 
It I t•IAIJ"lt •AIJ"4-ll l/2,0t<J1IJM11 l•IC.CctM,Nl-tCI M1JM, ll 101 JMl•DYSUR 
2 l*OT l/SAPEA./DVSUll 
l-CONST l•CCI 2, Jfit1 l l•Ot •tONSU* I DOSA- CCI l,JM,1 I I llOT 
1-lOVU U•ICC.Ot.JM, u .. c.c1M,Jl+-1111 lfDY•I i\IJMl •AUM-lllf2 .D/SAREA/ 
lDYSUR l•D'f 
GO JC ll 
10 CCI M, JM, .?I" ICC.IM, JM, 11• SAP:£A•DYSUR+ IUtl JM, 11• (CCC I MtNl-CCIM, JM, l 11 
l •8 IJM I *DY'S1JR I •OT )/SAR EA/U'tSUP 
3-CCNST l• CC 121 JM, l l*OT +CONST Z•IDOSA-CC I l,JM1 111 llOT 
1-1 DIMC l l•IC.CIM0JM, l l-CCIM1JM-l 1ll llDY•IAI JMl•A(JM-111/Z .O/SAREA/ 
tnYSURl•D1 
ll CONTINUf 
IF IM-11 ")">l,S':il,558 
'551 CONSTlc.XKl 
CONS'f2=XK2 
00 TO 55':i 
558 CONS Tl •le.Kl 
tONST2rO,O 
SS!t 1FIVl2,llJ lZ,13113 
l'3 cc IM' l .2 ... ice IM. Lt 11•Al11•0Y/2.0• IU II 11 l l•it l l'*DY/Z.O• ICCCI MoNJ-
lCC tM. L, 11) l•OJ I IA(\ I /0¥*2.0 
2-tONSf l•C.C.l Z, lo l l•Df 
l • 11 DI Mill• CCC. I~. 2 1 U·CC1'11 I tl 11•1 A12 I •All) 112 • 0/l)Y l/ll ll /OY•Z,OI• 
161 
!OT 
G'.l HI 4 
ll CCt -...1.21 = IGCI M,l. l I *All I •OYI z.o+cu l( 1, l 1•811 J•DY12.0•1ccc1111,N1-
1cr.1 M .1.111-vt z, 11•1Al21 •All JI IZ. 0-ICCO•. 2,U-CCIM.l 1l I I l•DT1/AI 11/ 
2DY•2.0 
2-CC/\,ST l•CC:.l z, lo l l•UT 
1•11 DlMC ll•ICCOl.Zt t 1-CC IM,1rl11•1Al21+Al11112 ,O/DY)/All l/DY•2,':) 1• 
lDT 
4 CONTINUE 
IFICCIM 1 JM,l.l-O.IE-JOI ~.54,55 
S4 CCOl1Jfil,Zl•O.O 
S., CONTtNUf 
tFICCIM.1 1 21-0.lF-JOI <;2,').Z,5'3 
52 CCIMtlt21=0.0 
Sl CO"ITINUf 
OD 351tl J-=t ,JM 
DOSA•L4.4T1lt-0.3H9•f lJ, 11+0.ooo•CTI J, 11 .. 21 
lFICCI t 1 J, 211 3b'l9,36991 3655 
169'1 CC.Ct,J,21-=0.~ 
GU rn 1?147 
lb5'j lHCCl l,J,2'-00SAI J51t7,3S41t35lt8 
1546 CC.ll1Jt2 l•IX>SA 
1547 COt\TtNUE 
IFIET.GE.1801 GI' HJ 800 
DD 65 J•JElJPoJM 
DOS A .. 14,.4776-0, J'> 79•1' CJ 1 l J+Q,QQ43•CT I Jt 11••2 I 
65 CCI ltJo21 .. flOSA 
Go TO eso 
800 CONTlNUF 
DO 1108 J"'JfuP .JM 
nnSA•l'io.'97'b~0.1579UIJt l l+0.004t)•I HJ. U••2J 
DOSA•D.8•DflSA 




C.OfilMON H l!Jl.21.Ecll1021,Xl U02J,ll102 It T11 366J.TAl3661 tSIGHU661 
COMMON Ffft Jb6hWINDI J661tDOI JHl,QJI 3661,QOt 166151 tMPR 
COl4MON UOMA.Xl SI ,\JIMAXI l ltDTTl 1DTH,DTSIGH,OtFEE1DtWIND1DTDD10TQI 
COM,.CN DT Q!J, JM, JOUT .J tN,vsu•. YOUT 1DT '°' 
C.OMN~ TSlnP,[VPCON,ST0Df.VtS1GMAt ,sJGMAO 
COMMIJll E'V /IP, i;- AOo t A JR 1 PS I. DTIOYt HAFDEL 1EPSll 1GJ 
COfiltl'CN v nc2. 11.·1Iuoz,l11 DTT1YADf1NNtBETA1CDNSt 
C.OMMON )114 txC,YIHO oHC.AP 11C.M1 x, JMIJC.811CDMIX1QMI x,DA.TllAO,ATllADt 1&61 
CUMHON AR, WINDY ,811021,51102 ltUI 102) 1EXDI IOU rl.IOl lOltU 
COMMON QIN l4hOJ. T IN14t60 l100MIXI 10211•UXH1DflflX1Hlt 1021.oxt 10211MM 
COMMON 01"'1366 J ,C.C.120 ,102, 211tCct20136611COUTI 201166) 
C. JMt'CN NtlUT, LOUT IS), ELOUT (51, TOUT CC 5l 1UU11102 t ~I 
CW4MON SAA:F A,S\Jkf I 1661, f.O,El, £2 1fl1ET 
cnMMON rJTll"oOT RU(!, OOl 366J .BODI 3661t0YSl.lt 1AYSCJJI: 
C.0 ... MON xw. •<2.NLE\IEl3b61,JEUP1ll"l1NW 
J~IXH•JM-"'t OU·t 
MM•2 




on 2 J•JMIXH.J .. M 
XCC•CC o,, J. 21 •.t.t J, •DY +x.cr. 
l. XA.,X.A•At J l•!lY 
XC c .. XCC+CC t 14 0 J-. • "! l•Al .JM )•DY /2.0 
XA•XA+ A IJ Ml •ll't I! • .) 
no l l•JMI u1,.1'1 
~ CC t14, Io l.}o.XCL/ll.I\ 
\ r.ONT1NU£ 
lflET.G ... l!tOI .;n TO 10 
Ol"l l'.i'o r J .. .JM!Xft.JM 
UOSA• l'o. 4 t Tt.-J. l'l 1'1•TI J, l l+0.004l•CTI J, 11 ••21 
lflCC' t,J,.'ll l!1'•'>, 'b<J9,Jb5S 
l69'J cc.1 l, J •. ~1 "r ,n 
r,.11 TO J"i41 
lb':.S TFICCllo-1• !J~rnlSAI 154lol!i•\1,3S48 
3'i!o8 CCI L,J 1 ;?1.,11e.-,A 
]f)" 1 UJNTlNUf 
GU JO 16" 
10 11n 11 Jz:JM.l llH 0 JM 
Ul}SAa 14.47 f.,-O. l';7'1•T IJ 1 l l+0.0043•1 Tl J, U .. 2J 
DIJSA .. a.a•Dll~A 
TFIC.CI l • .t,z 11 ll,llo l'io 
ll CC.il ,J,z J.oO,!) 
Gtl TO ll 
14 TFIC.Cllololl-DUSAI llollolS 
l'.> CCCL 1J,21"'>0'>A 




Ci.Jf'IMON T 111/, Z J 1 fl l 102 ltXLl 1021,Al lOZI t TI 1 3661 oUI l66t 1SIGHt Ubl 
COf'MON f ! f llb6 I ,w I NOl366I,1>01366 I, OU 36.6 t,QDt 1661 SI ,NPlt 
C.OHMON U0"'A.Xl51 oU1 MAXI l I oDrTJ ,DTTAoDl SIGH1DTFtf1Df'illN01DTOD,DYQI 
( :JMMUN 11! 1.)11, JM, J\JUT ,J JN, YSUR 1 YOUY,Dl ,oy 
(..1)MMON r:.r .. w, fVl'CON,STDDf 11.s IGHAI ,s IGMAO 
{;uMMON rvAP ,R Ari. I A IR' P!i 1. OTBDY ,HAFOfL ,f PS IL ,GJ 
COMMON Vt 1C2' 11.uu 1021i1.on ,Y&Ol,NN,&HA,CONST 
C OMMCW'i X"41 .. (,, RHUo tlCAP 1K.MIX 1 JMIXBt KOHi JC, QMtx, DATilAD 1AfRADI 3661 
COMMON AA:o "'tNDY. tsl 102 •• SI 1021.ex1 102lt Ell.011021 1001 102 .11 
COJ4MON 01NI4bC I. T 11111460 }, QQl"I Xt\02 I ,M IXH, OM.IX, EX 11102), OX I lDZlt MM 
COMMON ll1MI )661,C.Cl 20 ,101.z I 1CC.C.120tl661,court20, 3661 
COMMIJ'i r.,l)llT olOIJT Io; 11 ELDUTC 5 It TOUTCI 5111JOTI 1021 51 
C..C!t'MCN $/\"If Ao'iUl>t"I J661o f.Ot E11 f21E3t ET 
C.OMMON IJH>O ,OTti!lD1 Dlll 3661•800116611 DY SUR• AYSUP 
COMMON XK l, X:lf.2oNL EV f:l 1b61oJCUPol 1 I tNlf 
ET.,CTT*~lOATINJ 
P"CT/IHTA , .. 
f<R=-Q.-flrAT I LI 




PS t•SI GHIL I tP1a1s IGHI L+ll-SIGHIL 11 
TS '"f IJf<'oll 
H .. 597, 3-Q. 'j~TS 
ES"'O ,041"•TS•TS-O.62 l6•TS• l3. 0068 
E A,.PS I• (C'.0418• TA 1 R•T AIA-0,6216•U tll+ 1Je0068 I 
DE=£S-EA 
fl:., ET I IJTW IND 
l"P 
W•WIND IL) t IP:-fl 011.T IL I l•hllNOtl +l l-W'INOI L 11 
W INOYsW 
P ... F.f/OAT"All 
L=Jt 
AR .. ATRAOIL 1•01-fLOAT IL) l•tATRAOIL +U-ATUDILl 1 
A: AD,.l o 1 h8 f'E-6 • CTS+Zl], 161 ••it-AR 
CH1:aPHO•IH•DH1 S•HCAP•OE I 
fr.so .')3:.1!'1 •°' .O 18S•w 
EVAP ... C.111 •F.i•ev .-c.JN 









trJMMON T llOZ ,z) •fl I 102t,Xll l021 t Atl OZ h TI l36b I' TAI 366 I, SIGHl 366 I 
COMMON FEE I ~bb I, M lNOl 3b6l o 001 3661 ,QI I 3661 ,QOt 366.t 51 ,NP!'. 
C.OMMON umu.l 151,UHUXt l It OTT 1,onA,OTSIGH ,OTFEE1DTWINO,DTDD,DTQI 
COMMON OT 00, JMo JOJT o JIN, YSUR, YOUT, OT t D't' 
COMMON T'i TOP ,£VP!:.0No STDOEV, SIGMAl 1S IGfllAO 
COll04Qi EV AP, K ADo TA JR t PS t, OT BOY, HAFOEl ,EPS IL ,GJ 
COMMDN Vt 102, 11oU1( l02t 11 oOTT t Y&OT t NN t BET At CONST 
COM!i!CW XMI XC oRHOo HC.AP 1KMIX t JMlltB ,KDMI X ,QMIX, DA TRAD, AT RAOllf.161 
COMMON AR ,w IN O'(, fll 1021 t SI 102 I 1E X( 1021tEXOl1021 ,1.111102 tl I 
COMMON QIN hbOl, T INI 'tbO lo QQMIXI LOZ l tM lXH, DMU, EU l 1021, DXI 1021 ,14M 
COMMON DIM t 3b6 Io CC l Z0, 1021 2 h CC.Ct 201 366 J ,COUH zo, 3661 
COMflliCN NOUT o LOIJT 151tElOUT15), TOUT Ct 5 I tUOT I lOZ, 51 
COMMON SAHA, SUR.ft 366ltEO,EltEZtE3,ET 
CO.,.MON OT 00. OT eoo. 00( 366), soot '366 I' DYSUA:. AYSUP 
C.OMl40N XIU ,XKZ t NlEV Etl!iib It J EU Pt ll t, NW 
l•l 11 
HEUOT•l IJ"• l l*Bt JH1 •UOTt JM, I t*OYSUUTl 1, U•iU U•UOtt lt I i•OY/2, 0 
fl owor .. e I Jl'O •UOT tJH1 l l•D'fSUR +61ll•UOT11, 11•DY12.0 
J"4H•JM-1 
00 2 J .. 2.JfltM 
HEATOT•Hf4TOT +UOT I J, l l•Bl J I *OY•Tt J, U 






COMHON T 11C 2, 21 ,Ell 102.1 ,XLI 1021tAll021 , Tl t 3461, TA066 I ,s IGHClb!ii I 
COMl40N FEE t 3b6 It W INDI 166 ltDDt 3661,Q11 3661 i~DI 366t SJ 1NPR 
COMMON um~ut5) 1UIMU (1 l.DTJt,ctltA,OTSIGH,DTFEEtDTWlND1DTODtDTQI 
COM'40N OlQO,JM,JOUT1JtN,YSURtYOUT ,or,ov 
COMMON TSl OP, EV PCON,S TDDEV, SI GM&.I ~5 lGMAO 
C.OM'40N FV1'P ,R, AD, TUR, PS I. DT8DY, HAfDEL ,EPS IL, GJ 
COMMON V C l:l21 l I 0LI ft 102, 11 tDTT t Y8DT1 NN t BE TA ,CONST 
COHt'CN XMI XC,RHO,HCAP,KMlXt JMIXl1KOMU,QMIJl,OAflU1D,.HR.AOt 166l 
COM•UW AR, WINDY, EH 10211 St 1021tEXt1021,exn11021,uot102,11 
COMMON QlN 14601 o T UH ,.60 loQOMIXUOZ I ,Ml XH,DHJX, Ul 1102110Xl 102) ,MM 
c:oM.-oN lH Ht 166 I 1 Cct zo. 1021 2), c.ccc Z01 l66 J,tOUTI zo, 3661 
COMMON NOUl ,LOUTI 5' 1 ElOUTI 5 J t TOUT CUI 1UOT 1102 t 51 
(QMHOO SAREA,SUR.fl l6bJtE01E1,EZ1El,ET 
COMMON OT 00, OT SOD1 00l 366 I 180DI l6t. I, DYSUR. t AYSUR 
COMMUN XKl • XKZ1NLEVEI U6l 1JEUP,J I l,NW 
JMHzJH-l 
HH•2 
00 l H•lo14"'1 
xc .. tct H, JP4. l 1•81 J H t•UOI JM, 11 • D't'SUR+CC '"· l t U•B u 1•0011,11 •DY/2. D 
Xf• 81 JtO •un f J"', l l•OVSUR +61114'\JOl l. 11•DY12. 0 
DO 2 J•2,JMH 
KC,.XC+UOI J, 11 •8 I Jl •OY•Ctl Mt J1 l l 
l XF•lff+UOIJ, U*81Jl•DY 
lFIXf.EQ,IJ.01 Xf•l.O 
CONTlNUE 
cour tM,N '"' ltUXF 
l CONT lNUE 
00 16 tlcl,MM 






COMMON r 1102, 21, f.L t 102) ,XU 1021,A.t LOZl 1 Tt t l66l ,TAI 3661 tSIGHI lb6 I 
COM HON FEE 1366 I ,w lNOI 1661. 001 3"611 Qlt 36t>I ,QQI 3H•1 SI ,NPR 
COMMON Uf14AX (')I .u ll"Altt 1. ,DTT1 I OTT A, OT SlGH,OTfEE1DIW um 1DTDDtDTQI 
c OM MON OT on. JM, J(JJT. J INt YSURt VOUT I Of' DY 
COMMON TS TOP, EVPCON, S fDDE V, S IGMA1 tS IGf'IAO 
COMMON fV AP, PAO, TA IR, PS t.DT8DY1HAFOEl ,E PSI L 1GJ 
COHMON VI 102, l I 1U 1110211I.OTT1Y8QT1NN1 BETA tC.ONST 
COMMUN XM I xc ,PHOotiCAP ,KM1X I JMIXdt KOMtX, 11MU,ou1uo. ATR.Aot 3661 
COHtlCN AR ,w 1 NOY, Stl02 ltS t 1021 t EXI 102 t. EXO(l 02 I 1UOl 102t 11 
C OHM ON QI~ 1460 I• T JN( 4b011 QQMl XI 102) 1MIKH ,OMIX oU.l l 102 J ,oxt 1021, MM 
COMMON OOH 3b6I,CC:120 ,102, 21.CC.C I Z01 3661, COUTt 1(1, J&.61 
COf10\CN NOUT , LOUT 151, ElOUT 1511 TOUT Cl') I 1UOT 1102, 51 
COMMON Sfl.P EA. SI~ Fl )6b 1,eo ,£ 11 E2 ,e 3' ET 
COMMON oroo. OT soo, 0013661.8001 ]b6 l1DYS~ ,AYSU~ 
C nMl'!CN KK'l, XK2, NL fV E 1366 It J EU Pt l 1 It NW 
ET,.DTl•Ft.OATtNI 





COMMON Tl 102,21,Ht1021,XU 1021,AU0211T1 ll6b I tTAI 3661.SIGHOU I 
COMMON FFE.l 'l66 I 1 W lNDI 3661,DDl 3661,QI I 36&1 t QO! 366, 51 ,NPR 
COMMON UtJMAX I 'j 1.u t MAK 111.on t ,OTT ... OT SI GU, DTfEEt DTMINO,OTDD,DTOI 
COMMON OTOO, JM, JOUT, JlN1 YSUR, YOUT ,OT t D'f 
C0jlll'Ctl TS lnP •EV PC ONoS TDOEV ,S JGMAI, S IGMAO 
C.OMMCJ'l fVAP, I< AO, TA IR, PS I, OT BOY, HAFOEL, EPS ll oGJ 
COMMON Y j 102, t I ,LI 11102, U, OTT, 'f8DT, NM t8E TA 1CONST 
coH.-CJN KMt x c. RHO. HCAP 1KMIX1 JMIX8t KOMIX ,QM IK. OATR.AD1 AJ RAO( 3661 
COMHCN AR, WIN DV 1 Bl 102 I 1 St lOl I 1E XI 1021 ,EXO(l021 1UOt \02 o l I 
COMMON QI~ t4&01 , T 1NI 4b0 1. QQMIXt 102 ltHI ltH I DMI )(.ext t 102) ,oxt l 021. MM 
C.OMMCN Di M("l6() 1 1 CC. i 2011021 2 h CCCI 201166 lo COOT ( 20, 3661 
C.OHMON Nn~JT ,LOUJI s •• ElOUTI s .. TDUlC UI .um tlOZ ,51 
COMMCW SAREA,SUll:ft 10611EO,El1f2,E3,ET 
COMMON OTDO,UT SOD, Dot 3661,8000661t0YSUR, AYSU~ 
COMMON ltK \ ,XK2 ,NL EV El 366 l 1 JEUP1 It 1. l\IW 
ET=DTT•FLOAT !NI 
P "' El/OT'TI , .. 
ll:R• R-Fl04T IL I 
lJIN*T T ILl+RR*IT l IL+l l+Tltl 11 
RETURN 
ENO 
fUNCfl UN L>DOtNI 
COMMON T 1102. 21 • EL( lOZt .xu 1021 ... ( 10211 Tt t '3b61 I TAC 36611s1GHI3'61 
COMMON FEE 1360), W JNDl 36611 DOI 366 Jt QI I 3661 ,QQI 366t 51 1NP!il 
CIJMl'ON UOMAX 15110 I MAX Cl 11 OTT It OTT A, DTS 1 GH,DTFEEtOTW lNO, OTDDt OTQJ 
COMMON OTQO, JM 1 JOUT 1 JIN, YSUR., YDUT tDT t OY 
C:OHMON 'TSTQP, EVPCONoSTDDEV1SlGMAl,SlGHAO 
COMMON f.YAP ,p AO, TA IR, PS It DTSDY t HAFOEL 1 EPS ll 1 GJ 
COMMON v ll 02 I l lo Ult 102 I 11 ,on ,YBOT 'NN,8fl A, CONST 
C.OMMO't X"ll xt.~HO, HCA P,KMIX1 JMl xe, KDMt )f 1QHJK. DATA.AD, AfRAD1366 I 
C.OMMON 4R, WtNnY '61102, I SI 10211 ex l 1021 'EX.DI 10211001102 .11 
C.OMHON QIN ('t()O It T lNI 4t..0 11 QQMIXl 10211M I XH,OHtx, EXtt 10211DXI 1021, MM 
COMMON OT Ml )661. cc 120 t 1021 2 1.cccc 20 tl66 I 1CDUH zo' 3661 
C~HHON NOUT,lOLITl51oEl01JH51,TOllJC.l~l 1UOTll02,51 
cOHMl:W s AR f .... SUR fl 11161, eo.e 11 ez,e1, ET 
co.- MON OT on, OT BOD, 00()66 It BDDl366 It DYSl..IA. '.lYSUR 
COMMON XK l, XK2 ,/\ILE VEt 3b61 , JEUP1 It I 1 NM 












UlMJijQN Tll()?,2l,ft tlU.d,)(LtlOZl,A.!lOZl,TllJM>l,Ut 3601,SfGtH 1b&I 
L .HIMtl"I ff Ft ~66) ,., I NlJ( J061,0tll 3&bl ,QI I 3M> I ,:ldl l06,5) ,NPP 
C JMM(lN IJt)~ AX Pl l , U l14AXI l I, 01 T 1 o OTTA, OT Sl GH oil Tf l f' oOT WI '110 oOTOO, OTO I 
CflMMOll4 DT 1J l, JI", Jrl\IT, J tN, Y SUR, YOUT, OT, DY 
f.UMMCN Ts r'.lP. Ev 0 um. s TO DEV. s I GHAI ,s IGfllAO 
CO)>(HCJti fl/ AP,ll AO, TA li:\1P~ lo fll 80Yr ~AFOEL, E'PS ll rGJ 
LUMMON v 1102.11.u11102.11.nn, Y80T, NN,Bf '"·CONSl 
t: n~HON X"! !)( c I RHIJ, liCAF' ·" H I)t, JM I XIS. K.OMI lt, a ... J x. DA TRAD. A TPAOl lb6 I 
COMMOI AO •• n NOY. Al 102 ,, SI 1021. EXt 1021 oEXlll l021,UOI 102.11 
tllMMON QJ'll ! lot.Qi, T !NI 400 I ,QQMf XC lOZI ,MJ XH,OHIKo EJll 1102. I oOXC 102 ),MM 
CIJMMON !ll MI ibb,, ~.; ! !(h l CZ. 2 '·CC Ct zo. 3661 ,court 20, 3bbl 
COJI' Jl'(fll t,it)IJ T, L()JT 15 I, £LOUT l 5 h TOUT (( 51, UOTI 102, 51 
(.OHMCJ\I SAP (Ao Sltll fl 366 Io EOofl, E2 ,E 3 ,Ef 




111c;or .. NLEV~lt.ll 
oeoo .. BOD IL 1 
l<flUll.N 
'"" ftJNCTIOfll [)( J,NI 
LUMM°"' TI 102, 21, EL 11021 tXLl 1021,At 1021oTl11461, TAI 3661 oSICHI lbb I 
COMMON Hf ( ~661.~ INUI J66 Io 00131.tOI ,ot I 3061 ,QOI 3660 '>I ,NPll: 
C.OMHON UtJMAX 15 J ,J HUX 11), OT l I, OTT A1 OT SI GHt OTFEE, DTW IND 1D1'01J o OTQ I 
COMMON OT QI), J"'o JtJUT o JIN, YSUllo 'fOUT, OT, OV 
CCJMHON TS T'1P, fVDCON, S TODEV 1 SIGMAI 1 S lCMAO 
COH"tllN fVAP, r, AOo TA 111. o PS lo 018[}Y, HlFOEL 1 EP SIL ,GJ 
COMMON VI lal ol I oUl t lOlo l I oDTT ,VBOT 1 NN1BET A, CONST 
C ClH"IQN X"' f XC ,p HO, HCAP 1KHI Xo JHl XB 1 KDHl X, QHIX 1 DATR.AO, AT RAOC 3 6t.. I 
COMHO'l AR, fil UllOY, Bl 1021 o SI 102 Io E XI 102t, EXO I 1021 ,UOC lOi! o 11 
C OMMCN OJ ~ll400 I , T INC 4b0 1, QQM I XI 102 I ,MI XH, DHI X, EXI I 102 I, OXC 1021, MM 
CUMMON 01 MI 3bb Io CC 120 tl 02 o l) ,CCCI 20 o3bb I oCOtJT ( 20, 3b6 I 
C..UMMON NOUT, l OUTC 'H. EL OUT l 5 lo rnurc I 51 ,uorc 102. 51 
COMMON SARf A, SUti Fl lbt> Io EO,f 1, E2oE3o ET 
CUM HON DTDi.1, DT800o 001 3b61 , 60Dt 3b6 lo DY SUI!. o AYSUll. 





COMMON TI lOZ 12) oflt l ·Jd oXl 1102) ,Al 102 I, T t I 3b6 I oTAI 36& lo S 1 GHl36& I 
CDHHON HE I .i6t. I. W 1"01306Io001 3661, QJ I 3661 ,QOI 366, 51 ,NPR 
tl}MHO!<t 1 itJH AX Ii; I .u IHAXC l •• OTT l 1 IJTT .... ors I GH, DTFE E1DTWtNO. DTDO, DTQl 
COHMOf.I OTO•.J, J"I, JOUT ,JlNtYSUR,YOUT ,OT oOY 
COMMOO TST'.JP, EVPCON,STDOt:. v, SICiHAI ,S IGMAO 
C OMHCN [ VAr>, •·AO, TA JQ o PS lo OT BOY, HA FD El ,EPS ll o GJ 
( OMHON v t I: 2. I), u It 102t 11 rOTT. "fBOT oNN ,f\[TAoCONST 
(, DMHCN XHI. c. P.110, HCAP ,IC.Ml x. JM IX So KOH! x. QM IX' OATRADo Af RAOl 36b I 
COMHQ!li AP, w HWY, ll.I 10.i:'. Io SI l0211EXl'l021 .exo11021 ,001102 .1 I 
COMMON QI"l 141,C'), T INI 4b0 ), OQMfX( 10211Mf KH,DMI X, EXI I l0211ClXI l02l, MM 
COM to' ON fl I"'' 3b~ l 0 CC.120, lOlo Z I, CCCI 200 366 I, COUTt 20, 3661 
COH~Ofll Nilt'f• lUTi51.~IOUTl51,TDUTCl5l .UOTll02o51 
CllMH().I \Ar ,\IPFIJt.&J.EO,El,E2oE3,t'.T 
COMMON oTn • n1mo,OOl)66J,RODll66l10YSUAoAYSUR 




( ;1,-MCN T llt.?,21,fl 11021,Xl 1102 l,All02 lo Ttl 3661,TAI )661 tSIGl-ll 36bl 
UIMMON fU: I 1661.W I NOi 3661tOOl3661 ,01 ( 3&61 .aoc 3660 '> 1,NPR 
{.' .\1'1MllN 1)'11'4 AX I 51 .u !MAX 111. iH 11,on .... OTSl GH I OTF EE ,OhllNO ,orno ,OTQI 
COMMO!i rn '.Jq. J~ • .lflUl. JI No YSUI<. YOUT. OT. DY 
(. m·,-c~ TS H' f'. £ v PCON.5 T oo~v' s lGHAI. s (GMAO 
C.OMHON f VAi'. fi Ao. TA (Q .• p s J .DTSOY tHAFDH .e PS IL. GJ 
(tJHMON "'I l')Z. l l .u11102.1 loDfl. veor. NN,BF u,C.ONST 
(. n"IHCN lOIJ x C, °'flt), HCAPo KM TX, JM IX So KON IX, !Jfll U, OATRAO, ATRADI 366 I 
COMMON AR, 141 'llOY 1 lH 102 J, SI l 021,EXI 1021oEXOt102IoUOl102 o l I 
UH-IHON Ql"l I 4t,ri I, T !Nl 400 I ,OOMI XI 102) ,Mt XH,OMI XoEXI 1102110XC102 lo HM 
COMMON lll~ ! 36t> 1, CCI 20, 101, 21, CCCI 20, l6t.1 1 CiJUTl 20 1 1661 
1_,]IOICN N~)UT, L0\11 ( 51, ELOUT 15 J, TOUTC.l 51tUOf1102, 51 
COl"MON 5 A~fl\ ,5tJPf I 3h6 lo EO, E lo f2o EJ, fl 
COM"ION OT!lll, ill e1Jo, 001 Jb6 I. BOOfl66 lo D'I' SI.JI 0 AYSUR 
COMMON XKl,XK?,NI fVflJb61,JEUP. rn.~w 
ff:Oll*fl.!1111 CNI 
R:[ l /DTl.I' 
l '· ~ 




>Ob 30• .1116 
9 306 l06 
>06 
,.. 1 306 306 
" 
4'1,?, 4<;1 ?.(J 1. D JOS.O .. , 0.01 
lo9b •• o ').15 o. 50 997. 0 o. 998 o. 004bl l.JO 
1.0 1.0 t.0 i.o 306.0 '·" 1.0 ·u"lt,.C 
l ':i.21o L'> • .:'4 1.0 t.0 J<Jb. 2'-* 3'ibo2'-* 
t.o 1.11 
Jt>4l.H J.J.\& •• !4 l't05 .15 2360.bb 3389.05 3178.34 3706.23 4183. 37 
't<.'30. 89 427l.J8 4075 .89 lrl2l.95 2184.03 3463,94 Z?57.34 3540,81 
3880.f>b 44(\ T. t.3 4456.66 47ST.43 47'il1.45 4600.01 4120.65 44H0.56 
')068 .95 ?>Cl r .n8 4882.39 510-.. 73 5294, SR 5027.50 52 56, 49 nn.zo 
494'il. &6 ':.12?1. ll Hl2.27 4769.91 it474.14 SltH.,96 }')06.'t8 s11 s. n 
5B2b. 90 ">30'>• 8'3 4677,15 4125,27 .1:184.11 3601 .41 lt<Jll .b4 bOOl.71 
573't.13 1CIR4, 11 3109.57 3135.4tl 1160. 60 5<Jl2.94 630<J.3.it Sl<J7.')9 
1403,95 ~? l4.0-4 15'Hol3 4542. lB 5541.10 1Jl7.l6 2505.2 7 676<J. 91 
1044. 16 (>1141,.'),l b056.9J b85l.67 6590.14 6674.55 711t90 .03 7016.79 
1046. 49 119(!. 1'tt 4516.86 6450.63 3036. 5l 4536 .. 13 3737.lllt 5331.57 
7015, l5 60 ltl .z 'J 6572.84 6089,09 2816.S7 Slt67.76 3813.68 1703. 54 
'.i'i5'l.43 hH4,'8 7410.36 7421.'tl 8283 .51 Bl OS ,"IS 7430.60 704t0.B8 
1924.96 6'nO.:~O 5701.23 lr914.36 4918.88 S014.0<J 5tt28. 73 852 8.1)6 
0025~54 3'1B.fJ5 7616.36 59<Jl,4S 6''>41.58 1080.52 5969.41 7752.05 
7.:'83.17 7~74.04 8255,23 6878.28 138<J,20 6626.49 J079.2 7 3083.,ft 
3086.60 308~.93 3093 .04 4223 .. H 5660, 1) 3504.11 3103.12 62l2o 7b 
5113. 58 52'H. b4 Tl ll.91 4933.84 1610. 98 7't83 .99 3743,Jb 57ft2 .4tB 
4066.ll 6'H4.29 4290 .se JOOft.13 6108. 66 78CJl.62 7362.97 8674.50 
8165. 70 1 q2 .~ .<16 8499 .. 02 8206. 13 7179. 20 8731.19 4827.90 't75Z.95 
1352. JC 8421. lO 4519.98 S979 .82 b125.40 4487 .04 6720.62 3054.30 
J576. 0.3 6121.0 l 6l61.l8 385<J. 92 581t8. Jl 322lt.7tl 6898.82 6777.75 
1157.J6 142 J.bl 2982.82 2974.81 6760. 81 7236.60 4727.82 7908.64 
7006. 20 .3\811 0 96 6643 ,]4 2902.42 2931. Ollt }811t7.72 36ft7.05 3189. 30 
'J6<"ol2. 39 076-'i.';6 7256.:n 5962. 21 6051.'tO 7635oltl 61tl8.59 l2l1.'t7 
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